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“Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower.” 

Steve Jobs 

 

 

“Non è la specie più forte a sopravvivere, né la più intelligente, ma quella più 

pronta al cambiamento.” 

     Charles Darwin 

 

 

“The world is a book, and those who do not travel read only a page.” 

St. Augustine 
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CHAPTER 1  

Introduction 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The initial section of this research defines the context in which the following 

study is set by presenting the main objective of this research, the description 

of the methodology adopted, and the main topics presented in each chapter.  
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1.1. Research Rationale 

 

During the last decade, tourism faced new transformations and challenges, specifically due 

to the influence and due to the expansion of ICTs (Information Communication 

Technologies), originating consequently the so called eTourism (Buhalis, 2003; Stamboulis 

and Skayannis, 2003). On one hand, ICTs have significantly changed the tourists’ behavior, 

in particular the means of getting touristic information. On the other hand, new 

technologies have allowed destinations, tourist organizations and enterprises to adopt new 

competitive methods in order to enhance their attractiveness and their competitiveness in 

the tourism field. This situation opened the doors to the most recent development in the 

technological field, which sees mobile devices as new interesting potentials to advance the 

touristic sector.  

 

As a consequence of the rapid growth and the expansion of mobile phones worldwide, 

people started to carry their devices abroad, used them on their travels, and were able to 

access the web through mobile applications.  

The new revolution of mobile phones and smartphones era took place, leading to a slow 

weakening in the use of the web, caused by the predominant role gained by applications in 

the daily routine (Anderson and Wolff, 2010). This idea is reinforced by Anderson and 

Wolff, who argue that “over the past few years, one of the most important shifts in the 

digital world has been the move from the wide-open Web to semi closed platforms (…) 

driven primarily by the rise of the iPhone model of mobile computing (…)” (2010: p. 123-

124).  

 

The fast growth of applications is also noticeable in the tourism field, where tourist mobile 

guide applications gained a growing importance, since they support tourists in a given 

destination different from the place where they live, becoming on one hand helping 

interactive instruments for visitors, and on the other hand, means of promotion for the 

destination. This concept finds its confirmation in Brown and Chalmers’ study, where they 

maintain that “(…) tourists are highly mobile. It is in these situations that mobile phones 

become a useful tool (…)” (2003: p. 8). These instruments, able to mediate between 
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tourists and destination, are mainly used in the consumption stage, (Gretzel, Fesenmeier 

and O’Leary 2006) where tourists can obtain detailed information related to a place, to a 

specific event or attraction, in a specific time, and thus, they permit to make decision in the 

short-term. However, they can also be used, in the pre-consumption stage, in order to get 

touristic information before arriving at a particular destination and in the post-

consumption stage, with the intention to share the experience with friends.  

It is relevant to outline that tourist mobile guides are useful instruments, merely if well 

created and organized; in many cases in fact, they can have a damaging result if they are 

not clearly constructed (Visentin, 2007).  

Therefore, the present research is situated in the field of usability studies and it examines 

in depth the case study of the tourist mobile application iTicino, whose main intention is to 

support tourists while visiting the Canton of Ticino. In recent times, numerous academics 

have discussed and examined the usability of websites, thus, while there is a large body of 

research dedicated to the usability of websites, there is a lack of studies regarding mobile 

applications, as the latter is a fairly recent subject.  

 

Evaluating the usability of a website and of an application is a distinct and challenging task, 

as the characteristics of mobile devices are peculiar. They have, for instance a reduced 

screen dimension and there is no full keyboard and pointing device. 

The challenge of this research stands in understanding how it is possible to evaluate the 

quality of a mobile guide, namely the iTicino application, by assessing whether the 

application is a “usable product” for the final users. 

 

1.2. Research Objective and Questions 

The objective of the following research is to conduct a usability analysis of the mobile guide 

application iTicino, a regional mobile guide created in 2010 by Ticino Turismo. In order to 

tackle the objective of this study, three research questions were determined: 

 

 RQ1: What are the penetration and the technological level of mobile guides in 

Switzerland?  
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 RQ2:  How is it possible to assess the quality of a mobile guide?  

 RQ3: What are the main quality issues to be considered while evaluating a mobile 

guide?  

 

1.3. Research Methodology 

In order to answer the above mentioned research questions, a combination of quantitative 

and qualitative methods were integrated. Particularly, three kinds of methods were 

selected and adopted: 

 Benchmark analysis: The purpose of this analysis is to explore the penetration and the 

technological level of mobile guides in Switzerland. In particular, this method was 

helpful in determining the main weaknesses of the mobile guide iTicino, when 

compared to 45 other mobile guides examined. The benchmark study was based on 3 

keywords that were selected with the team, working for ticinoinfo, namely: (i) travel 

guide, (ii) destination guide and (iii) city guide. 

 Usability study involving: 

 

 Creation of a Usability Kit comprising 4 user profiles, 8 goals and 58 tasks. 

 Heuristic evaluation: A set of 19 out of 40 heuristics, selected from a proven 

usability methodology called MILE+ (Triacca, Inversini and Bolchini 2005; Inversini 

and Cantoni, 2009), was used with the intention to evaluate the main usability 

issues of the application combined with the guidelines proposed by Nielsen, “the 

guru of usability”.  

 User testing: In order to evaluate the quality of a mobile guide and therefore to 

discover the main application’s weaknesses and problems, a user testing with real 

users was conducted. In this context, 8 participants were recruited in order to 

determine whether the application iTicino is a user-centered product.  

The results of the heuristic evaluation and user testing were combined in order to 

identify the main quality issues to be considered while evaluating a mobile guide.   
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1.4. Organization of the chapters 

The research is organized in 4 main chapters. 

Chapter 2 is devoted to the literature review, providing the theoretical background for 

understanding the framework of the research. The major subjects discussed in this section 

are the following: definition of tourism and overview on the history of tourist guidebooks; 

relationship between tourism and technologies, with focus on the definition of eTourism 

and a discussion of the impacts of new technologies in the tourism field. Finally, the last 

sections of Chapter 2 are dedicated to the overview on the mobile phones omnipresence, 

to the rising number of mobile guide applications, and to the main usability methods with 

particular attention to MILE +, one of the main methodology adopted in the this study.  

Chapter 3 describes the methodology adopted for achieving the objective of this study and 

for answering the research questions. After an overall overview on the application iTicino 

and on its information structure, the three already mentioned methods are described: a 

benchmark study, the adoption of MILE+ involving a heuristic evaluation and a user testing.   

Chapter 4 discusses the main findings of this study. In a first step, the quantitative results 

coming from the benchmark analysis are presented. In a second step, the qualitative ones 

are illustrated by discussing the best management practices obtained from the benchmark, 

and the main usability outcomes arising from the heuristic evaluation and user testing.  

Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of this research. In order to provide improvements for 

the application iTicino, a brief discussion and some guidelines are presented. Furthermore, 

the limitations and the need for further researches are reflected on.  
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CHAPTER 2 

Literature review: theoretical background 

 

 

The introductory chapter aims at clarifying the conceptual and analytical 

framework for studying the topic of usability for tourist mobile guide 

applications. Based on the relevant academic studies at the forefront of this 

field, the initial section (2.1) is devoted to the wide tourism domain and to the 

role and history of touristic guidebooks. The second section (2.2) focuses on 

the eTourism sector, where the role and impacts of ICTs are discussed, with 

specific consideration of how the new technologies have transformed and 

reshaped the tourists’ behaviors and needs. 

After having provided a general overview on the increasing worldwide 

number of mobile phones, particular attention is paid to the rising number of 

mobile phone applications. Specifically, the importance and the function of 

the tourist mobile guides (2.3.) - instruments that mediate between tourists 

and the destination, facilitating the touristic experience - are analyzed.  

 

In order to better understand the methodology adopted during this research, 

the main usability investigation methods are presented (2.4.) with the 

intention to evaluate the quality of mobile guide applications. Particular 

attention is focused on the MILE+ approach, developed by the TEC-Lab of the 

Università della Svizzera Italiana and HOC-Lab of the Politecnico di Milano.  
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2.1. An introduction to Tourism: general overview 

 

2.1.1. Toward a definition of tourism  

The definition of the tourism industry varies according to academics. Particularly, it differs 

according to the discipline in which the topic is studied; in sociology, tourism is considered 

as a social activity related to the modern and collective society: in anthropology, it 

represents an encounter between different cultures, while in psychology it corresponds to 

an experience based on motivations of individuals (Veal, 2006; Visentin, 2009). 

Several academics in the tourism field (Enzensberger, 1958; Cooper, Fletcher, Gilbert, Fyall 

and Wanhill 2008; Leiper, 1979; Sheldon, 1997) and institutions, for instance UNWTO 

(United Nation World Tourism Organization), proposed distinct definitions for the term 

“tourism”. Referencing the definition provided by the UNWTO, tourism is depicted as “the 

activities of persons travelling to and staying in places outside their usual environment for 

not more than one consecutive year for leisure, business and other purposes” (UNWTO, 

1995: p. 1). 

Enzensberger (1958), one of the most famous theoretician concerning the history of 

tourism, defines tourism as “a romantic escape from the industrial world, following the 

romantic images of untouched nature and untouched history” (Enzesberger, 1958: p. 148). 

From a different perspective than Enzensberger, Sheldon (1997) identifies tourism as “an 

information intensive industry” (Sheldon, 1997: p. 2), due to the high volumes of 

information that are produced and communicated. However, it is quite complicated to 

provide a single meaning able to conceptualize the whole notion of tourism, due in 

particular to the wide range of activities and distinct sectors that this industry incorporates.  

This concept is emphasized by Gilbert (1990), who suggests two underlying factors that 

pose a challenge to a uniform definition of tourism: its broad nature and the different 

services related to this industry. Based on this argument, Cooper et al. conclude that 

“tourism is a multidimensional, multifaceted activity, which touches many lives and many 

different economic activities” (2008: p. 11).   

During the past decades, tourism definitions have been driven by the demand side, rather 

than the supply side (Cooper et al., 2008).  The most significant example is represented by 

the definition above from the UNWTO, in which tourism is described in terms of demand 
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side, specifically of the activities undertaken by consumers. The distinction between 

demand and supply side definition of tourism is properly explained by Cooper et al. (2008), 

where they maintain that: 

 

 Demand-side definitions of tourism are all the definitions summarizing the notion of 

tourism, according to the demand perspective, together with the practical 

considerations related to measurement and legislation aspects.  

 

 Supply-side definitions of tourism are all the definitions related to the distinctive 

businesses involved in the tourism sector. Nevertheless, it is fairly complicated to 

have a clear vision of those definitions, because as Cooper et al. (2008) argue, the 

nature of tourism is highly fragmented and extended over different industries. 

Tourism incorporates products that are extremely different from one to another, 

due to its peculiar characteristics of heterogeneity, intangibility and perishability 

(Sheldon, 1997). 

Based on this distinction between the demand and supply side definitions of tourism, 

Leiper provides a definition more oriented toward the supply side, by maintaining that “the 

tourist industry consists of all those firms, organizations and facilities which are intended to 

serve the specific needs and wants of tourists”(1979: p. 400).  

Despite the lack of a common and a clear definition of tourism and the relatively weak set 

of data sources and theoretical principles, academics agree on the fact that tourism, during 

the past decades, became a significant discipline. Tourism has come be recognized as 

important, evident from a growing academic community (Cooper et al., 2008). This claim is 

also supported by the fact that today, the tourism-related sector accounts for nearly 9% of 

the global GDP (Gross Domestic Product) and 8% of global employment, turning into a 

sector led on one hand by international organizations, such as UNWTO and WTTC (World 

Travel and Tourism Council), and on the other hand, by a myriad of small suppliers in 

hospitality, transportation, food and beverage, and information technologies (Merco Press 

website, 2010).  

The WTTC website (2007) clearly identifies the importance of the tourism and travel 

industry, by stating that “Travel and Tourism is one of the world's most important and 
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fastest growing economic sectors, generating quality jobs and substantial wealth for 

economies around the globe” (WTTC website, 2007). Based on this argument, UNWTO in 

Tourism Highlights 2008 asserts that “Over time, more and more destinations have opened 

up and invested in tourism development, turning modern tourism into a key driver for 

socioeconomic progress” (UNWTO, 2008: p. 1).  

This concept is also highlighted by Sheldon (1997), who maintains that tourism is one of the 

biggest industries in the world, playing a significant role in numerous national and regional 

economies; Cooper et al., maintain that “it is therefore clear that tourism is a major force in 

the economy of the world, an activity of global importance and significance” (2008: p. 3).   

 

Nevertheless, it is important to note that despite the importance of the tourism value chain 

mentioned above, scholars have paid relatively poor attention to this ever-growing 

phenomenon, during the past decades. In fact, as observed by Cooper et al. (2008), tourism 

is a relatively young area of study, and this creates some problems in terms of the research 

and studies related to the subject.  Although Crouch and Brent-Ritchie (1999) claim that for 

several years, the tourism industry has been, to some extent, cast aside by governments 

and by society, today, however, the tourism field is taken into consideration and benefits 

from much greater awareness, in comparison to former times. Therefore, Crouch and 

Brent-Ritchie (1999) conclude by underlining the fact that governments have identified the 

great importance of the tourism industry, with its capacity to employ millions of people 

around the world and able to involve a variety of heterogeneous stakeholders (Buhalis and 

Law, 2008).  

 

2.1.2. Outline of the history of tourist guidebooks: everything required for 

planning a trip 

After having provided a broad overview on the definition of the word tourism and on its 

importance as an economic phenomenon, the main intention of this section is to present 

the most meaningful concepts related to the tourist guidebooks and to their history.  

At least once in a lifetime, the vast majority of people have traveled for touristic purposes, 

often using traditional tourist maps and guidebooks. These are helpful tools that not only 
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provide a great deal of information, but also increase the utility derived from the holiday 

experience and contribute to its fruition. 

During the past decades, guidebooks have been portrayed by scholars as mediators, 

intermediates, assistants and consultants of places and people (Gilbert, 1999; Koshar, 

1998; Visentin, 2007). They have been depicted as essential means for organizing travel, 

thanks in particular to the introduction of the stars systems, with which travelers can plan 

their itinerary, according to the suggestions provided inside the guide. However, it is 

important to point out that today, this system is no longer uniformly applicable, because 

guidebooks are more and more addressed toward a specific tourism segment. In particular, 

today’s guidebooks are based on the travel motivation, for example guidebooks specialized 

in gastronomy, culture, adventure, and so on (Visentin, 2009).  

 

Many scholars in this field have discussed the role and function of guidebooks, among 

them Visentin (2007), who defines them as useful instruments able to mediate between 

tourists and the destination and as helpful tools for the organization of travel. 

Nevertheless, the author emphasizes that the guidebook, is a valuable tool, only if well-

created and organized; in many cases it can even result in damage, if it provides wrong or 

obsolete information (Visentin, 2007). Others academics, such as Koshar (1998), define 

guidebooks as a central element of the tourism structure which, according to Gilbert 

(1999), is able to influence the opinion of the destination and of the travel experience of 

numerous tourists. Fodness and Murray (1997) conclude by observing that the main 

motivation which pushes tourists to consult information sources during travel is to increase 

the quality of their experience.  

The modern guidebook originated in the mid-nineteenth century, providing not only 

information related to the destination, but also offering maps, interesting suggestions and 

unknown details for tourists (Gilbert, 1999). It is curious to underline that one of the first 

countries to be depicted in guidebooks in the middle of XIX century, was Switzerland, the 

destination chosen by the English, as an “Alpine Playground”, for spending the hot summer 

season. According to Allen (1996), the first modern guidebook was the “Hand-Book for 

travelers on the continent”, written entirely by people undertaking travels and presented 
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as a dictionary of destinations. However, it is important to note that guidebooks are mainly 

tools for individual travelers that enable linkages between the guest and the place.  

 

Nowadays, the market of travel guides is rich in numerous publications, for instance the 

guides of Lonely Planet, the well-known travel guidebook and digital media publisher. 

Lonely Planet was founded by Tony Wheeler and his wife Maureen in 1973. After returning 

from a long trip from London to Australia, following the “Hippie route”, through Asia, they 

decided to create the first guide, called Across Asia on the Cheap, based upon their 

experiences (Lonely Planet website, 2011; Visentin, 2007).  

As reported by Visentin, during the Travelex Travel Writer’s Awards in 2000, Tony Wheeler 

declared that: “When we produced our first guide 28 years ago, we were writing for the 

way we were travelling. We had no idea how independent travel would grow and what a 

huge part of the global economy tourism would become” (2007: p. 17)1. 

 

Further guidebook publishers, equally famous and important are: (i) the French Guide du 

Routard which dates back as the Lonely Planet to 1973, characterized by its lively and 

bright remarks; (ii) the Rough Guide, created in 1982, which offers a huge amount of 

information on less famous destinations and (iii) Let’s Go, which appeared for the first time 

in 1960. The naissance of this guide is unique: the content is created by Harvard University 

students, whose task is to travel solo with limited budgets during their summer breaks. 

Therefore, these guides are more addressed to a young, dynamic backpacker public 

(Visentin, 2007).  

However, the market of guidebooks is rather large and wide, and it comprises numerous 

guidebooks according to distinctive target segments.   

Finally, the goal of the last section is to discuss the link between the tourism industry, 

extensively considered in the previous paragraphs, and the new technologies.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 On the occasion of the awarding of the prize “Outstanding Contribution to Travel Journalism”.  
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2.1.3. Tourism and Technologies: a challenging relationship? 

According to Sheldon (1997), “tourism and information technologies are two of the largest 

and most dynamic industries in the world”. Together or separately, these two industries are 

transforming the way in which society is organized and managed.  

Equally relevant and influential as the tourism sector, the information industry is able to 

move, stock and manage a wide amount of information, thanks to information 

technologies (Sheldon, 1997).  

The fast development of ICTs created many global connections by linking people around 

the globe, business community and industries. ICTs, in fact, constitute the information 

“vertebral column”, facilitating the transmission of information in different sectors, among 

them the tourism industry. Therefore, the relationship between tourism and ICTs can be 

considered as a synergy, since the two industries are interconnected and they support each 

other. As observed by Cooper et al. “information is the lifeblood of tourism and so 

technology is fundamental for the ability of the industry to operate” (2008: p. 628). The 

application of the new technologies to the tourist field is an essential requirement in order 

to guarantee its growth and success.  As already stated in the previous section of this 

research, according to Sheldon “tourism is an information intensive industry” (1997: p. 26) 

which according to Gretzel et al. “is consumed at a distance from home, and therefore 

relies heavily on the use of technology”(2006: p. 10). Therefore tourism is characterized by 

a large flow of information, received and produced from distinct actors, emphasized in 

Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: Information flows in the tourism industry (Sheldon, 1997). 

As shown in the figure above, the most important agents in the information flows within 

the tourism industry are represented by: (i) suppliers, (ii) travel intermediaries and (iii) 

travelers. These three main actors work in a large environment, composed of governmental 

agencies, tourism organizations and associations, providing information on regulations, 

standards and controls.  

Travelers, divided into pleasure, business, group and FIT (Free and independent travelers), 

require information in term of schedules, rates, tickets, fares, reservations and 

availabilities, in order to plan their trips. Thus, they can obtain this information from 

various intermediaries, including travel agencies, tour operators, and specialty channels. 

Consumers can also purchase directly from suppliers, divided into hotels, airlines, car 

rental, attraction and entertainment companies. In the intermediaries’ box, vertical lines 

link the different mediators, representing the exchange of flow of information among the 

different intermediaries, in order to organize the travel for the final consumer. For 

instance, a travel agent can address a tour operator with the intention to organize a trip for 

a client. Finally, consultants and market researchers are a further fundamental part of the 

information flow in the tourism industry, because they: (i) study the impacts of the external 

factors affecting the tourism industry, (ii) make surveys to travelers in order to get market 
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information, (iii) help suppliers transform the client data in significant reports, (iv) and 

lastly inform governmental agencies (Sheldon, 1997).  

Hence, the model represented above (Figure 1) reveals how the tourism industry is 

composed of a large exchange of information, facilitated by the use of new technologies, 

discussed later in paragraph 2.2. ICTs are essential tools, used to facilitate the exchange of 

information and the operations in the tourism industry (Buhalis, 2003). Therefore, the 

relationship between tourism and technologies is a consistent and interrelated liaison, as 

also highlighted by Buhalis, who maintains that “ICTs enable tourism organizations to have 

a global presence as well as to formulate partnership with organizations around the world 

in an efficient and cost-effective manner” (2003: p. 78). 

 

2.2. eTourism in literature: designing technologies for tourists 
 

2.2.1. eTourism definition and domain  

In the last years, several academics in the tourism field, among them Poon (1993), have 

extensively discussed the emergence of a new form of tourism, driven by a new kind of 

customer, new organizational techniques, but ever more so by new technologies. The 

author discusses the fact that the tourism of 1960s and 1970s, namely mass tourism, 

characterized by large amount of people in a destination at the same time, has been 

overcome “by a new tourism driven by advanced technology” (Poon, 1994: p. 91).  As 

proposed by Buhalis, this new form of tourism, the so-called eTourism, is “the digitalization 

of all the processes and value chains in the tourism, travel, hospitality and catering industry 

that enable organizations to maximize their efficiency and effectiveness” (2003: p. 76).  

Therefore, eTourism is the integration of new technologies to the touristic sector, where 

Buhalis defines ICTs as “the entire range of electronic tools that facilitate the operational 

and strategic management of organizations, by enabling them to manage their 

information, functions and processes as well as to communicate interactively with their 

stakeholders, enabling them to achieve their mission and objectives” (Buhalis, 2003: p. 7). It 

is important to mention that although ICTs and tourism developments are strictly 

interconnected, ICTs offer the instruments for facilitating the exchange between demand 

and supply in the tourism sector (Buhalis, 2003).  
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As represented in Figure 2, the eTourism sector merges together three distinct areas, 

namely: (i) business management, (ii) information technology and systems and (iii) tourism 

(Buhalis, 2003). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

    Figure 2: eTourism domain. Adapted from Buhalis, 2003. 

 

 Business management: eTourism incorporates all business functions, for instance 

eMarketing and eCommerce, eFinance and eAccounting, eHRM (Electronic human 

resource management) eProcurement, eR&D (Electronic research and development) 

and eProduction. 

 Information technology and systems: eTourism applies ICTs for information 

management, in order to maximize the efficiency and effectiveness of tourism 

organizations, and not as hardware and software.   

 Tourism: Finally, eTourism includes all the distinctive sectors of the tourism 

industry, such as transport, travel, hospitality, leisure and heritage.  

 

During the last decades, thanks to the introduction of ICTs in the tourism field, rapid 

changes have occurred, creating new and interesting opportunities in this sector. In detail, 

eTourism has opened the doors to a new market, drastically modifying the tourists’ 
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behavior. The occurrence of disruptive innovations in ICTs had great implications in the 

tourism industry, profoundly impacting both the demand and the supply side, discussed in 

the next section.  

 

2.2.2. Impacts of ICTs in the tourism field 

Several studies in order to understand and to analyze the numerous opportunities brought 

by ICTs in the tourism industry have been conducted. More in detail, several academics 

(Buhalis, 1998, 2003; Buhalis and Law, 2008; Cantoni and Tardini, 2006; Crouch and Brent-

Ritchie, 1999; Katz and Rice, 2002; Poon, 1993, 1994; Sheldon, 1997; Stamboulis and 

Skayannis, 2003; Xiang et al., 2008; Yilmaz and Bititci, 2006) have discussed the impacts of 

these technologies, considering supply and demand behavior. 

 

 Impact on the demand side 

It is widely accepted that the employment of new technologies has greatly transformed the 

behavior of tourists and in particular the way how they get the touristic information. 

Nowadays, millions of people around the globe consider themselves as dependent on the 

Internet sources (Cooper et al., 2008). As Buhalis suggests, “tourists become sophisticated 

and more demanding, requesting high quality products and value for their money” (1998: p. 

3). In recent years, the numbers of online-travelers booking through the internet in order 

to reserve their holidays and trips increased also due to the fact that a larger percentage of 

population has internet today. 68% of them check the internet with the purpose of getting 

information, like searching for maps, directions, tips, places to visit or consulting fares and 

transportation schedules (Buhalis, 2003). Therefore, tourists have a large volume of 

available information and an immediate access to it (Stamboulis and Skayannis, 2003). 

Usually, the new etourist assembles the tourist product by himself and he bases his choice 

according to the richness of the information and to the ease to access and obtain it. ICTs 

allow tourists to procure accurate information and make reservations in a limited 

timeframe (Buhalis, 2003), and they allow customers to communicate with other 

customers, through dedicated websites, as TripAdvisor.com (Cooper et al., 2008). 

Gretzel et al.(2006) observe that ICTs play a substantial role in supporting tourists 

throughout the tourist experience process. Gretzel et al. (2006) emphasize that the travel 
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experience differs from other consumer goods, since it includes two additional stages, 

apart from the consumption phase, as represented in Figure 3.  

 

 

 

Figure 3: The three phases of the tourism experience and the technological information needs. 

 Adapted from Gretzel et al., 2006. 

Tourist experience, in fact as illustrated by the figure above, does not include merely the 

real occurrence at the destination (consumption phase), but rather, a pre-consumption 

phase, during which tourists gather the information related to the destination and a post-

consumption phase, commenced once the tourist has arrived at home (when the travel is 

over).  

During the pre-consumption phase, ICTs are used mainly (i) to get information about the 

destination, (ii) to plan in detail the trip, (iii) to decide between some alternatives and (iv) 

to communicate with suppliers, for instance hotels and car rental companies. In the 

consumption stage, ICTs are used with the intention to obtain more accurate information 

related to a specific event or place in a specific time and thus make decision in the short-

term. Lastly, in the post-consumption phase, technologies are used in order to (i) re-

experience the same emotions felt in the destination, (ii) to share experiences with other 

users and thus (iii) to keep contacts with suppliers.  

Furthermore, Gretzel et al. (2006) identified three functions played by consumers, 

specifically: 

 Travelers as users of new technologies, where ICTs provide travelers with a huge 

amount of information, facilitating the negotiation and the purchase of touristic 

products.  
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 Travelers as co-producers of meaningful experiences, where ICTs allow tourist’s 

engagement. 

 Travelers as storytellers, where ICTs become the instruments for telling and hearing 

the stories. 

The intention of this study is to focus on the consumption phase, as highlighted in Figure 3, 

and therefore to evaluate one of the technologies used at destination in order to obtain 

information in situ, namely the mobile tourist guide application.  

 Impact on the supply side 

Thanks to the appearance in the 1970s of airline CRSs (Computer Reservation Systems) and 

in the mid-1980s of GDSs (Global Distribution Systems), the tourism industry started to take 

advantage of these new technologies as a new business tool (Buhalis, 1998). Striking 

impacts, brought about by ICTs, have fostered a closer and more effective relationship with 

customers; ICTs in fact, played a key role in recognizing efficiently customer needs and in 

proposing personalized solutions and products for individual consumers (Buhalis, 2003; 

Cooper et al., 2008).  

 

Further implications in the tourism industry have been the faster feedback and better 

monitoring and management of supplier’s capacity, due to direct communication with 

mediators and customers (Yilmaz and Bititci, 2006). For instance, new technologies have 

permitted the provision of considerable opportunities for back-office and reservation 

systems, including e-business such as B2B (Business to Business) and B2C (Business to 

Consumer). Furthermore, they have allowed tourist companies to have access to a wide 

range of information, interacting directly with customers and with other touristic partners, 

reducing the transaction costs (Stamboulis and Skayannis, 2003). Therefore, the 

technological revolution has carried several benefits in the tourism industry, such as 

improvement of profitability and performance, achievement of competitive methods, 

development of new business and new management techniques and the encouragement 

for a larger and more efficient cooperation among the tourist companies (Buhalis, 1998).  

Thus, ICTs have dramatically impacted the tourism and travel industry, since they obliged 

the sector to rethink to the whole organization and management of the system, from rules, 
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norms, values, and behaviors, to the way the labor force is trained (Buhalis, 1998; Cooper 

et al., 2008; Poon, 1993; Sheldon, 1997; Xian et al., 2008).  

 

 

2.3. Mobile guide application in tourism: support tourists on the 
move 

 

2.3.1. An overview on mobile phone omnipresence  

Despite the increasing importance on the internet usage, according to Anderson and Wolff 

(2010), executive editors of Wired2, “the web is dead” and a new revolution is taking place: 

the mobile phone and Smartphone era. The world of wide web is facing a significant 

decline, and as Anderson and Wolff state “as much as we love the open, unfettered Web, 

we’re abandoning it for simpler, sleeker services that just work” (2010: p. 123). 

Katz (2008) widely discussed the growing importance of mobile communication, stating 

that: “mobile communication has become mainstream and even omnipresent. It is arguably 

the most successful and certainly the most rapidly adopted new technology in the world: 

more than one of every three people worldwide possesses a mobile phone” (Katz, 2008: p. 

1). Based on this argument, McKinsey (2010) maintains that today the majority of 

Americans people could not imagine living without their mobile phones, and at the present 

time, more than 4 billion people worldwide use cell phones. Therefore, as literature and 

experts explain, it is possible to perceive how common technologies turned into necessary 

and essential tools in the ordinary routine of the mass, affecting the life’s quality of users.  

Mobile devices are used not as unique and lonely technologies, but in combination and in 

relation with various other instruments, such as internet connection, alarm clock and so 

on.  

 

                                                           
2
 Monthly American magazine specialized in technologies. 
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This phenomenon is shown in evidence through 

Graph 1, which represents the mobile and 

internet users worldwide between 1995 and 

2005. It is clearly visible that between 2000 and 

2003, mobile subscribers doubled the number 

of the internet users and therefore, mobile 

penetration surpassed internet penetration.  

 

As a matter of fact, it is possible 

to find mobile phones both in 

developing countries as well as 

in remote and distant villages; 

meanwhile, this does not 

necessarily hold for Internet 

usage (Katz, 2008). As 

represented in Graph 2, which 

shows the household 

consumption by category 

between 1995 and 2005, 

starting from the end of the 

twentieth century, households 

began to invest vastly in 

communication devices.                    Graph 2: Household consumption by category, 1995-2005 (Katz, 2008). 

Families started to change their expenditures according to different categories by investing 

more money in communication (see 2002), rather than in education and health (Katz, 

2008). Following the trend of the increasing investment in mobile devices and in 

communication, Nielsen Company, expects to have more Smartphones in the American 

market than feature phones by the close of 2011 (Nielsenwire.com, 2010b).  

 

Graph 1: Mobile and internet users worldwide, 1995-2005 (Katz, 2008).  
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As reported in Graph 3, which represents the penetration and projections of Smartphone in 

the U.S. between 2008 and though the close of 2011, a decrease of 39% of feature phones 

usage is expected. This decline is represented in Graph 3 by the blue dashed line.  

 

On the contrary, Smartphones 

are projected to experience an 

increase of the same rate, 

equal to 39% over the same 

timeframe.  

 

 

Graph 3: U.S. Smartphone Penetration and Projections (Nielsenwire.com, 2010b). 

This growth, shown by the green dashed line, indicates how Smartphones soon will 

become the ‘ordinary device’ for consumers in order to stay in touch with friends or even 

more, to browse the web. This forecast is inferable from several factors as for instance the 

consumers’ increasing desire of having the newest technology in their hands, the 

decreasing prices combined with the high abilities and performances of these devices, and 

the rapid diffusion of applications. 

 

2.3.2. Mobile guide applications: building technologies for leisure 

 

“You wake up and check your email on your bedside iPad - that’s one app. During breakfast 

you browse Facebook, Twitter, and the New York Times - three more apps. On the way to 

the office, you listen to a podcast on your smartphone. Another app. At work, you scroll 

through RSS feeds in a reader and have Skype and IM conversations. More apps” (Anderson 

and Wolff, 2010: p. 123). 

 

As confirmed by this quotation of Anderson and Wolff (2010), today the vast majority of 

people make use of applications in order to access the web. However, according to Nielsen 

(2010), users downloaded many more applications than they actually use; further, since 
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these applications are used sporadically, they must be easy to manage, especially during 

the initial use. As reinforced by the following numbers reported in Figure 4, representing an 

advertisement for iPhone apps, applications gained a predominant role in daily routine. 

Today Apple store offers more than 15.000 apps among which 500 million apps are 

downloaded by iPhone/iPad users, in different categories, including tourism and travel 

sector, reaching more than 350.000 themes (Falconier, 2009). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Advertisement for iPhone apps (Falconier, 2009).  

This trend of the increasing number of applications has generated new opportunities and 

emerging challenges in the travel and tourism industry, allowing mobile applications and 

devices to drive the improvement and the revitalization of formerly stagnant areas.  

Some experts in the mobile technologies field, such as Kenteris et al. attempted a 

definition of mobile guide applications, defining them as “projects that use mobile devices 

as the key user platform offering tourist information and the use of services in various 

forms” (2010: p. 99).  

Mobile guide applications, such as the traditional guidebooks, are useful elements, because 

information is already catalogued in a very clear and structured way, allowing tourists to 

easily find easily the necessary information; for instance, tourist guides list suggested 

restaurants highlighting  menus and opening times, accommodation with phone numbers 

and addresses, and so on (Brown and Chalmers, 2003). The main function of these 

instruments is similar to the traditional guidebooks, namely to mediate between tourist 

and destination, facilitating the visitor experience. However, compared with the traditional 

guidebooks, these are multimedia tools offering audio and video functions, which improve 
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and increase the efficiency in the communication. They provide a wide variety of 

information and they allow for contents’ personalization which meets each single need of 

tourists. Tjostheim et al. observe that the aim of these applications in the field of tourism is 

“to assist visitor in creating a better and more useful tourism experience given the time the 

visitor has and interests” (2010: p. 131) Particularly, today’s offering of mobile guides and 

services, as argued by Bortenschlager et al. “(…) with about 4 billion mobile phones 

worldwide has an ongoing big potential” (2010: p. 149) and finds increased acceptance in 

the tourism industry. According to researches and studies done in this field, the major part 

of visitors and tourists are using their internet connection in order to gather touristic 

information about a specific destination and as Bortenschlager et al. maintain “an average 

of 84,97% is open minded in buying tickets accepting restaurant recommendations or in 

getting a selection of objects of interest using a mobile device” (2010: p. 149).  

However, it is important to note that today the majority of mobile guide applications are 

created by Apple, therefore addressed to iPhone and iPad users. Although, at the present 

time, several OSs (Operating Systems) as for instance Android, Linux, iOS (iPhone Operation 

System) and Microsoft Windows are present on the market, two popular competitors in 

the field of the tech-industry characterize the Smartphone market, namely: 

 Apple, with its iconic iPhone; 

 Google, with its Android operating system.  

  

Nielsenwire.com (2010a) states that what really 

makes iPhone and Android so successful is the 

operating system “loyalty”. This concept is well 

underlined in Graph 4, which represents the next 

desired OS (Operating system) compared to the 

current ones. 70% of Android OS users declare that 

the next smarthphone will be another Android, 

while on the other hand, 80% of Apple users would 

like to sport an iPhone in their hands once again.  

 Graph 4:Next desired OS by current OS (Nielsenwire.com, 2010a). 
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It is also relevant to observe in Graph 4 that, the percentage of users who desire to switch 

operating system from Android to iPhone (14%) is exactly the double of the rate of users 

who would like to change from an iPhone to an Android (7%). 

Despite the increasing importance and magnitude created by iPhone, according to a study 

conducted by Nielsen and represented in Graph 5, in the American market, iPhone OS 

experienced a slightly deline (black line), while in contrast, Android OS experienced a stable 

growth (green line), as shown in Graph 5, which represents the top 3 OS share in U.S. from 

January to August 2010.  

 

Graph 5: Top 3 Operating System Share - Recent Acquires (International Digital Marketing.com, 2010). 

 

2.4. Evaluation methods for mobile guide applications 

 

2.4.1. Usability definition: in the direction of usable products 

Usability is a useful method applied in order to evaluate websites, considered an important 

tool to reach a higher return on information technology investments (Brinck et al., 2002) and 

to create a better image for companies. Unfortunately, very often many businesses do not 

consider or ever ignore quality issues on their websites; nevertheless, these are the main 

causes of great troubles for final users, and by not taking them into consideration, 

companies risk losing customers (Garrett, 2002). As also maintained by Nielsen “Time users 

waste being lost on your intranet or pondering difficult instructions, is money you waste by 

paying them to be at work without getting work done”; as for websites, applications 
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resulting complicated and challenging are simply not considered by users and “leaving, is the 

first line of defense when users encounter a difficulty” (Nielsen, 2011).  

This concept is well underlined by Garrett, who argues that “user experience is not about 

how a product works on the inside (although that sometimes has a lot of influence). User 

experience is about how it works on the outside, where a person comes into contact with it 

and has to work with it” (2002: p. 10). The same arguments are valid and can be applied to 

applications for mobile devises: if users get lost easily, they simply delete the application 

they have already downloaded. Essentially, this means losing a customer that has already 

invested their time in purchasing or accessing the product, leading to a shorter customer 

lifetime and lower lifetime value, preempting deeper engagement or monetarization.  

During the past decades, numerous academics have discussed and analyzed usability in 

order to assess the quality of websites, and therefore the majority of research is 

concentrated on the web, instead of on applications for mobile phones. (Brinck, et al., 2002; 

Cantoni, Di Blas and Bolchini, 2003; Cantoni and Tardini, 2006; Carole, 2008; Fodness and 

Murray, 1999; Garrett, 2002; Inversini and Cantoni, 2009; Inversini, Cantoni and Bolchini, 

2010; Nielsen, 2000; Nielsen and Mack, 1994; Triacca et al., 2005).  

Therefore, despite the relevance and importance of usability in terms of quality, it is possible 

to identify a conspicuous lack of usability studies for mobile phone applications due to the 

novelty of these technologies. Obviously, evaluating the usability of a website and of an 

application requires different tasks. According to Chincholle et al. (2002), usability for mobile 

devices is more complicated in comparison to websites, due to their peculiar constraints; the 

interaction between users and mobile devices represents a challenging task.  

This concept is well outlined by Chincholle et al. where they state that: “Mobile users have 

little patience for learning how to operate new services. They don’t focus on their device in 

the same way as when they are sitting in front of their desktop computer” (2002: p. 333). On 

the same wavelength, Egger and Jooss (2010) maintain that apps should provide the right 

information in maximum 3 minutes; very often they are simply deleted since they result 

excessively complicated, without providing to users value-added information. Furthermore, 

mobile devices have the limitation of the reduced screen, causing problems in the navigation 

and in access the information (Chincolle et al., 2002). In addition, apps for mobile devices are 

related and influenced by location, by objects in the user’s surroundings and by participants, 
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who use these devices while moving from one physical location to another, whereas 

websites have not to deal with these issues. All these characteristics, “make the design and 

evaluation of mobile guides challenging for human-computer interaction researches and 

practitioners” (Kjeldskov, J., et al., 2005: p. 54).  

 

Approaching the definition of the term usability, Garrett, maintains that “the concept means 

different things to different people” (2002: p. 50) and indeed can be interpreted according to 

distinct approaches. Despite the presence of numerous definitions in the academic 

community, according to Garrett “some of them even agree with each other (…) and they all 

have the same principle at their core: Users need usable products” (2002: p. 50). Brinck et al. 

define usability as “the degree to which people (users) can perform a set of required tasks. It 

is the product of several, sometimes conflicting, design goals” (2002: p.2).  

However, a definition which is taken as a point of reference is the one presented by the 

international standard ISO 9241-11, which defines usability as “the capability of a product to 

be used easily” and therefore “the extent to which a product can be used by specified users 

to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context 

of use” (Cantoni, Di Blas and Bolchini, 2003: pp. 24-25). The international standard above 

mentioned, defines in specific: 

 

 Effectiveness as “accuracy and completeness with which users achieve specified goals” 

 Efficiency as “resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness with 

which users achieve goals” 

 Satisfaction as “freedom from discomfort, and positive attitudes toward the use of 

product” 

 Context of use as “users, tasks, equipment (hardware, software and materials), and the 

physical and social environments in which a product is used” (Cantoni, Di Blas and 

Bolchini, 2003: pp.24-25).  
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2.4.2. Usability investigation methods 

According to Brinck et al., a usability method is “any technique you use to create a design 

from a user-centered perspective” (2002: p. 14). There are several techniques which 

generally can be applied in order to evaluate a website or an application; these can be 

grouped into two categories, represented in Figure 5, clustering around the two main 

methods of usability: usability inspection methods and empirical testing methods.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Main usability investigation methods (Nielsen and Mack, 1994).  

 

1. The first group, namely the usability inspection method is “a set of cost-effective ways of 

evaluating user interfaces to find usability problems” (Nielsen and Mack, 1994). It is 

mostly based on expert analysis and detailed examination of the application, where 

specialists provide evaluations thanks to his/her personal competencies and knowledge. 

Therefore, this group of experts analyzes the interface by comparing it against a list of 

“commonly accepted principles-heuristics” (Nielsen and Mack, 1994). Three to five 

experts are able to perceive the major part of usability problems. The main advantage of 

this method is the time savings, since specialists can identify a wide variety of usability 

problems in a limited amount of time, without requiring special equipment.   

 

Some usability inspection techniques include the (1.1.) heuristics evaluation and the (1.2.) 

pluralistic walkthrough. Regarding the heuristic evaluation, as Triacca et al. maintain 

“usability specialists evaluate and have to judge whether each dialogue element conforms 

to established usability principles or not” (2005). Thus, they are principles created by 

experts, thanks to their personal experiences, competencies and skills (e.g. whether the 

1. Usability inspection methods 
(Expert review methods) 

1.1. Heuristic Evaluation 

1.2. Pluralistic Walkthrough 

2. Empirical testing methods (user 
testing methods) 

2.1. Thinking aloud 

2.2. Contextual inquiry 

2.3. Interviews 

2.4. Focus group 
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application contains mistakes, misunderstandings, whether it is updated, whether it is 

easily readable and clear) or focused on the application’s simple use. As clearly 

represented in Figure 5, the heuristic evaluation circled in red, is one of the usability 

inspection methods adopted in this research. By doing an inspection analysis, the most 

relevant advantage is the excellent relation between costs and benefits and accuracy of 

results, as shown in Table 1, where the main advantages and disadvantages of the 

usability techniques are presented. On the other hand, pluralistic walkthrough involves a 

group of inspectors composed of distinct stakeholders (Brinck et al., 2002), who “walk 

through the web site, performing the major plausible tasks, trying to touch every page 

likely to be used” (Triacca et al., 2005).  

 

2. The second method considered is the empirical testing method, which consists of 

observing a group of potential users (minimum 6 people) expected to use the website or 

application. The main intention in this method is to observe users interacting with it. 

Generally, in this specific case, the quantitative aspect is analyzed (i.e. how much time 

users need to procure the right information) and the qualitative aspect (i.e. which 

mistakes are made, which reactions are made on the part of the users, etc.). There are 

some techniques which result in being more intrusive than others, for example after 

having observed users in managing a tourist guide, a brief questionnaire is submitted to 

them. Specifically, some techniques in the user testing models can be: (2.1.) thinking 

aloud where users are asked to articulate their cognitive process while performing 

specific tasks with the application, (2.2.) contextual inquiry, which is a kind of interview 

that aims to collect specific data, (2.3.) interviews posed to a sample of users, and (2.4.) 

focus groups, or discussion groups aimed at collecting opinions related to the application 

(Brinck et al., 2002; Cantoni et al., 2003). As circled in red, “thinking aloud” user testing 

has been chosen for the following study. 

 

Table 1 represents the main advantages and disadvantages of the distinctive techniques 

employed in order to test the usability of websites or applications. One of the limits of the 

user testing model is the fact that the sample selected is not the representative part of 

the population, as reported in Table1. Moreover, identifying the appropriate users can be 
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a challenging task due to limited time at their disposal and the complexity of training 

them (Nielsen and Mack, 1994; Triacca et al., 2005). 

 

TECHNIQUES USED FOR 

EVALUATING USABILITY 
ADAVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

USABILITY INSPECTION 

METHODS 

 Good relationship between costs 

and benefits; for instance no 

requirement of special equipment; 

 Very effective in order to measure 

usability qualities; 

 Strictly dependent on the individual know-

how, skill and judgment of inspectors; 

 Poor design suggestions for the re- design; 

 

EMPIRICAL TESTING 

METHODS 

Observation of some representatives 

of real users; 

 Difficulty to properly select representative 

user samples; 

 Difficulty to train sample to manage 

functions of websites; 

 Difficulty to reproduce actual situations of 

usage in a limited amount of time; 

Table 1: Representation of the main advantages and disadvantages of the techniques used to evaluate websites usability. 

 

2.4.3. Overview on MILE+ 

A further method which deserves to be outlined is MILE+, which has been adopted as the 

main methodology employed to answer to RQ number 2, namely how it is possible to assess 

the quality of a mobile guide.  MILE+ is “a usability inspection framework for web 

applications that strikes a healthy balance between heuristic evaluation and task driven 

techniques” (Triacca et al., 2005).  MILE+ stands for “Milano-Lugano Evaluation” and it has 

been created by TEC-Lab (Università della Svizzera Italiana) and HOC-Lab (Politecnico di 

Milano); the method provides useful principles in order to evaluate the most important 

aspects of the application. It is a technique which analyzes all the elements necessary, 

mainly oriented toward the website creation, including elements such as graphics, 

technology, structure of navigation, contents, etc. (Cantoni et al., 2003). In this case, MILE+ 

has been employed for the heuristic evaluation. 

MILE+ is oriented halfway between Usability inspection methods and Empirical inspection 

methods (Cantoni et al., 2003) and is based on evaluation done by an expert and on 

empirical tests; therefore, it aims to collect the strong points of both usability inspection and 
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the empirical inspection method. This method is based on two fundamental concepts, which 

are underlined by Cantoni et al. (2003) namely: 

i. The Abstract Task, (AT) which is a general action, applicable to a wide range of 

applications and not merely to a specific one. One example is “starting from the 

homepage, reach an interest point and then come back to the homepage” 

ii. The Concrete Task, (CT) which is a specific well-defined action as in “find the path 

around Monte Sassalto in Caslano”. 

It is therefore important to consider abstract and concrete tasks, since they can be reusable 

for different cases, by consulting the task library. This facilitates rapid access and ease of task 

selection for the expert to apply (Cantoni et al., 2003).  
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CHAPTER 3 

Methodology 
 

 

 

The third chapter of this study outlines the overall research design and 

methodology selected for this study. First of all, the research objective and 

the research questions are presented (3.1). Subsequently the research design 

(3.2), based on the case study of the iTicino application, is illustrated. After a 

detailed description of the structure of iTicino, the main methods (a 

combination of qualitative and quantitative techniques) are discussed in detail 

(3.3), in order to provide a clear understanding of the research focus. 

Specifically, the methodology adopted in this research includes the following: 

(3.3.1) a benchmark study of different mobile guide applications, (3.3.2) the 

creation of a Usability Kit, a usability analysis through (3.3.3) heuristic 

evaluations and finally, (3.3.4) the user testing.   
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3.1. Research Objective and Research Questions 

 

The main purpose of this research is to conduct a usability analysis of a regional mobile 

guide, taking the iTicino application as case study. The latter has been created in 2010 by 

Tinext, a company specialized in ICTs, in collaboration with ticinoinfo, responsible for 

managing and generating data concerning tourism and leisure in Canton Ticino (Tinext SA, 

2010). 

The core objective of this study is to discover the main problems that users encounter 

while accessing this mobile guide application. Therefore, the main quality issues, in terms 

of contents, navigation and graphic are evaluated. 

Analyzing the quality of an application represents, to some extent, the understanding  of 

the user experience process. As Garrett maintains “this means taking into account every 

possibility of every action the user is likely to take and understanding the user’s 

expectations at every step of the way through that process” (2002: p. 21). It is essential to 

know what the role of the application is, and thus to understand what users want to get 

out of it (Garrett, 2002). As a result, examining the usability of a mobile application is not 

as simple and unproblematic as it might seem; Budiu and Nielsen take into account the fact 

that “Mobile will never be the same as desktop. (…) Small screens mean fewer visible 

options at any given time, requiring users to rely on their short-term memory to build an 

understanding of an online information space” (2010: p. 7).  

The research questions generated for this study are the following: 

 

 RQ1: What are the penetration and the technological level of mobile guides in 

Switzerland?  

 

In order to answer to this research question a benchmark analysis, based on three 

keywords selected with the team of ticinoinfo, was performed. The three chosen keywords 

are: (i) travel guide, (ii) destination guide and (iii) city guide. The latter were chosen 

because they characterize the object described in the guide, be this a whole destination, 

such as the entire Canton Ticino or a single city such as Bellinzona.  
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After an overview on mobile guide applications in Switzerland, the best practices according 

to the number of indicators are presented.  

 

 RQ2: How is it possible to assess the quality of a mobile guide?  

 

In order to answer this question, heuristic evaluations and user testing methods are 

adopted. In the latter, participants of the target audience are asked to accomplish some 

specific tasks in order to monitor the thoughts of participants and their behavior while 

encountering a difficulty. Different scenarios, with specific goals and tasks were 

constructed with the support of ticinoinfo. 

 

 RQ3: What are the main quality issues to be considered while evaluating a mobile 

guide?  

 

The answer to this final research question is obtained from findings of heuristic evaluation 

and user testing.  

 

3.2. Research Design 

In order to achieve the research objective, a complete methodology was chosen and 

designed, discussed in depth in paragraph  3.3, consisting of: 

 

 Benchmark analysis, in order to identify the best practices of other mobile guides; 

 Usability study involving: 

 Creation of a Usability Kit; 

 Heuristic evaluation; 

 User testing. 

 

In addition, a general overview on the Canton Ticino and on the information design of the 

application iTicino is reported in the following section (3.2.1.). The aim is to provide a clear 

understanding of the subject examined and to contextualize it. 
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3.2.1. Case study iTicino: Information design and architecture  

With the creation of the iTicino application, tourists have the possibility to experience 

Canton Ticino, the only Italian-speaking Canton of Switzerland. It is characterized by a 

variety of landscapes and atmospheres, due to the presence of mountains, lakes, small 

villages and cities. The two main characteristics of this Canton are the Swiss quality, in 

terms of services and products offered, and the Italian taste, which makes Ticino a distinct 

region from the other Swiss Cantons (Ticino-Switzerland Tourism Board, 2011; Swissnews, 

2010). 

 

By using this application, tourists have the possibility to filter results in term of preferred 

areas. For instance, the areas Lake of Lugano, Lake Maggiore and Bellinzona can be chosen 

according to the visitors’ preferences, as shown in Figure 6.  

Supported in three different languages, i.e. Italian, English and German, the purpose of this 

mobile guide is to provide tourists with several pieces of touristic information concerning 

the most important attractions to visit. The start screen provides access to six different 

sections, as presented in Figure 7.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Subdivision of the areas in the application iTicino.   Figure 7: Start screen of the application iTicino. 
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Figure 8 shows the information architecture of the iTicino application in more detail. The 

section Weather, gives users the possibility to find out about the weather forecasts for the 

next three days. That is, different part of the day, i.e. morning and afternoon and the user 

will receive a clear picture of the following areas: Airolo, Biasca, Bellinzona, Locarno, 

Ascona, Lugano and Mendrisio.  

 

Figure 8: Information architecture of the application iTicino. 

 

The second section, Selected for you, is a combination of the most prominent places which 

are higly recommended to be visited, as for instance ski areas, museums, adventure parks 

and so on. 

In the section dedicated to Accommodation, tourists can find the following subdivision: 

hotels, rated according to the star system, houses, camp grounds, youth hostels, alpine 

huts, farm houses and B&B.  

The What to do section is composed of museums, events and proposals, where a 

combination of shopping and ski activities are listed. 

The section dedicated to Restaurants is divided into: local cusine, international cuisine, 

ethnic cuisine and grottos (ancient caves typical of Ticino, today transformed into 
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restaurants, where in the past, farmers used to store food). Of course for each object of 

interest, users can get in touch with the supplier, by calling or by writing an email.  

Finally, concerning the Path section, tourists have the option to retrieve information on the 

difficulty level, altitude, route, starting point, time and description of different hiking paths.  

 

3.3. Methods adopted 

The following section presents the main methods adopted for this research. A combination 

of quantitative and qualitative methods was chosen. The quantitative method, namely the 

benchmark analysis, was selected in order to classify and quantify the number of indicators 

of the iTicino app. in relation to other mobile guides. The qualitative method, namely the 

usability analysis, was adopted for the following reasons: (i) novelty of the topic, namely 

the usability analysis of a mobile app. and (ii) the intention to conduct a complete, detailed 

description of the main problems discovered.  

 

3.3.1.  Benchmark study: content and functionalities analysis 

As maintained by the Chinese lieutenant general Sun Tzu, in 500 BC “If you know the enemy 

and know yourself, you need not fear the result of a hundred battles” (Brainy Quotes, 

2011). Therefore, in order to better evaluate the iTicino app., when compared to other 

mobile guide applications, a benchmark analysis was executed. 

Benchmarking, a practice of constant improvement, compares the processes and the 

performance of one company with the best practices of another. The major idea is to 

compare different mobile guide applications coming from the same field by examining 

their contents and functionalities.  

For the following analysis, 46 mobile guide applications were analyzed, including the iTicino 

application as the main object of this study. The guides were selected in the Apple store 

and they were analyzed by completing the grid reported in annex 1. For this study, three 

keywords were selected together with the team of ticinoinfo, namely: 
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i. Travel guide; 

ii. Destination guide; 

iii. City guide. 

 

The first fifteen mobile guide applications, (including free applications and those with fee), 

sorted by relevance, were analyzed for each keyword, in order to have a clear 

understanding of the most relevant mobile guides in Switzerland. As main object of the 

research, the application iTicino was included in the analysis. The data analysis started on 

the 30th of June and lasted until the 8th of July . After the selection of the guides, the major 

step was the analysis of each content through a specific grid,  reporting the main content 

indicators, represented in Table 2. The grid presented in this research is the result of a 

combination of three distinct perspectives, namely: 

 

 A grid adapted from a funded project on mobile guides, undertaken by webatelier.net 

of Lugano with the supervision of Professor Lorenzo Cantoni (Cantoni and webatelier, 

2010). This grid especially created for the realization of a mobile guide application for 

the city of Varese, was taken as main reference model. The project started in 

September 2010, and was concluded in June 2011. It involved the analysis of 80 guides 

(20 online guides and 60 mobile guide applications). This grid was mainly created with 

the help of a “card-sorting activity”, where similar contents were grouped together in 

order to generate a clear information structure for the mobile guide of the city of 

Varese.  

 

 Literature based on classification of the main tourist attractions in a destination (Lew, 

1987; Ritchie and Zinns, 1978 ).  

 

 Iterative analysis.  
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Table 2: Grid used for benchmark analysis. 

Table 2, reports the final framework. As can be seen, the grid was subdivided in eight major 

categories, namely:  

(i) General description; 

(ii) Transportation; 

(iii)  Attractions and activities; 

(iv)  Where to sleep; 

(v)  Gastronomy; 

(vi)  Practical information; 

(vii) Features for mobile apps; 

(viii) Settings. 

 

The different categories were subsequently subdivided in several sub-categories, reaching 

a total of 108 indicators, as visible in Table 2.  
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3.3.2. Usability Kit: combination of user profiles, goals and tasks 

The first component considered for the creation of the iTicino Usability Kit was the user 

profile. This element describes the potential application’s user. In order to create user 

profiles, several attributes were defined and considered, namely:  

(i) Demographic attributes, as for instance age, sex, employment;  

(ii) Web-graphic attributes, as for example iPhone skills and abilities as well as 

application knowledge;  

(iii) Technical attributes, such as connection speed; 

(iv) Personal attributes, such as motivation and region knowledge (Cantoni et al. 2003; 

Inversini and Cantoni, 2009).  

In this research, 4 user profiles were identified. A radar chart was designed for each user, 

as shown in Figure 9, which represents an example of user profile attributes. A scale from 1 

to 5 was taken into account, where 1 stands for LOW level of importance of the precise 

attribute and 5 for HIGH level of significance (Inversini and Cantoni, 2009). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Figure 9: Example of user profile attributes trough a radar chart. 

The second element of the Usability Kit is the user goal which is the aim of the user’s 

research. As Cantoni et al. (2003) argue, the goal is the final purpose which conducts user’s 

actions. For that specific study, 8 main goals were identified:  
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Goal 1: Find an attraction in a specific place within the region 

Goal 2: Obtain information about the weather forecasts 

Goal 3: Obtain information about an event in a specific place 

Goal 4: Obtain information about a top selection of proposals  

Goal 5: Find a restaurant where can eat a typical Ticinese menu in a specific place 

within the region  

Goal 6: Obtain information about natural excursions 

Goal 7: Find and book a hotel 

Goal 8: Obtain information about nightlife 

Finally, the third component is the user task, which is a micro piece of work assigned to the 

user in order to achieve his/her goal. They are simple operations, which identify the user’s 

actions (Cantoni et al., 2003). The final output of the Usability Kit  consists of 58 different 

tasks. An example is given in Table 3, which shows one goal with the related tasks. 

GOAL:  G6: Obtain information about natural excursions 

TASKS 

T6.1 Find information about what Ticino offers in term of nature 

T6.2 Find information about natural attractions  

T6.3 Find information about paths in the nature 

T6.4 Find information about paths suitable for families with children 

T6.5 Find the difficulty level 

T6.6 Find the time required 

T6.7 Find the height difference 

T6.8 Find the starting point of the path 

T6.9 Find the map of the path 

T6.10 Find information in the description if necessary equipment is needed 
Table 3: Example of goal with related tasks. 

 

The Usability Kit created for iTicino is reported in annex 2. The 3 distinct scenarios, which 

include the user’s profiles, goals and tasks selected for this study, are reported in the annex 

3. According to Brinck et al., “the goal of a scenario is to make sure the site is not merely 

theoretically usable, but that it actually serves the needs of specific people in real life” 

(2002). The author continues by maintaining that scenarios help to take into account all the 
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small details necessary to reach the real task and “typically you need three to four scenarios 

as a good starting point to cover the standard users of a web site” (Brinck et al., 2002). 

Thus, the same amount of scenarios is taken for a mobile application. 

The combination of all these elements, i.e. user profile, goals and tasks, was the basis for 

the creation of scenarios of use, as presented in Figure 10. They were drawn together with 

the team of ticinoinfo.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Figure 10: Example of scenario from iTicino Usability Kit. 

3.3.3. Heuristic evaluation: following expert guidelines 

The main objective of the heuristic evaluation is “to find usability issues and problems with 

the end-user interface that are not in compliance with a set of usability heuristics or 

generally accepted standards” (Carole, 2008).  

For this assessment, which was conducted from the 18th until the 25th of July, the 

evaluation metrics proposed by the MILE+, were adopted. 19 heuristics out of 40 were  

selected and divided into three categories: (i) content,  (ii) graphic and (iii) navigation, 

reported in annex 4 (Inversini and Cantoni, 2009; Triacca et al., 2005). In addition, 9 

guidelines of Budiu and Nielsen (2010) were considered out of 84. The list of heuristics 

used for the evaluation of iTicino are shown in Table 4. For more details about MILE+ 

heuristics, such as description of the single heuristic, see annex 4, page 121.  
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Table 4: Set of heuristics used for the evaluation of iTicino app.  

Type of heuristic Source Name of the Heuristic 

Content MILE+ Coverage 

Content  MILE+ Text errors 

Content MILE+ Accuracy 

Content MILE+ Conciseness 

Content MILE+ Content objectivity 

Content Budiu and Nielsen (2010) 
Guideline 18: “Finding directions and public transportation information, 
as well as information needed in an emergency are tasks likely to be 
done on a mobile device”.  

   Navigation MILE+ Segmentation  

Navigation MILE+ Accessibility of topics  

Navigation MILE+ Orientation clues (within a topic) 

Navigation MILE+ Accessibility  

Navigation MILE+ Landmarks  

Navigation MILE+ Consistency  

Navigation Budiu and Nielsen (2010) Guideline 21: “Include a link to the full site on the mobile page”. 

Navigation Budiu and Nielsen (2010) Guideline 31: “If a list can be sorted according to different criteria, 
provide the option to sort that list according to all those criteria”.  

Navigation Budiu and Nielsen (2010) 
Guideline 32: “If a list contains items that belong to different 
categories, provide the option to sort that list according to all those 
criteria”.  

   Graphic MILE+ Visual identity  

Graphic MILE+ Icon consistency 

Graphic MILE+ Page layout  

Graphic MILE+ Redundancy - Overcrowded page  

Graphic MILE+ Text layout 

Graphic MILE+ Font size 

Graphic MILE+ Font color 

Graphic MILE+ Use of chromatic code 

Graphic Budiu and Nielsen (2010) 
Guideline 22: “A search box and navigation should be present on the 
homepage if your website is designed for smartphones and touch 
phones”.  

Graphic Budiu and Nielsen (2010) Guideline 65: “Include images on your website only if they add 
meaningful content. Do not use images for decoration purposes only”.  

Graphic Budiu and Nielsen (2010) Guideline 68: “When you use thumbnails, make sure the user can 
distinguish what the picture is about”. 

Graphic Budiu and Nielsen (2010) Guideline 77: “Use formatting and concise writing for quick reading”.  

Graphic Budiu and Nielsen (2010) Guideline 79: “Whenever you have location information on your 
website, link it to a map and include a way of getting directions”.  
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Although the MILE+ checklists were created in order to test the usability of websites, the 

following study confirms and reveals that they can also be applied, to some extent, to 

mobile applications. Regarding the guidelines of Budiu and Nielsen (2010), just few of them 

were considered, since the greater part was much more oriented to mobile websites and 

therefore they could not be applicable to apps.  

The heuristic inspection was conducted by following the structure of the application, and 

by exploring areas all of the 6 main sections of the mobile guide, as previously presented in 

Figure 8. 

After having identified the main issues by analyzing each section of the guide, several 

charts reporting the problems and the severity rating were filled in, as reported in annex 5. 

The severity rating scale taken into account was the one proposed by Nielsen (unknown 

year, a), quoted as well in Carole (2008), as shown in Table 5. 

0 I do not agree that this is a usability problem at all 

1 Cosmetic problem only: need not be fixed unless time is available on project 

2 Minor usability problem: fixing this should be given low priority 

3 Major usability problem: important to fix, so should be given high priority 

4 Usability catastrophe: imperative to fix this before product can be released 

 Table 5: Severity rating scale (Nielsen, unknown year, quoted in Carole, 2008). 

The final objective of this part of the research is to discover the main problems of the 

iTicino application and, in particular, to rate these issues according to the above mentioned 

metrics. The results of the heuristic evaluation are reported in Chapter 5, paragraph 5.2.  

3.3.4. User testing: from theory to practice 

As literature suggests, “usability testing is a method of measuring the usability of a website 

by observing typical end-users using the site to complete real-world tasks” (Carole, 2008). 

Although it is usually a method applied for assessing the quality of websites, the challenge 

of this study was to adopt it for the evaluation of the iTicino application.  

In that specific phase of the research, users were observed as they worked with the 

application iTicino and were encouraged to think aloud and to verbalize their thoughts. The 

test took place on the 12th and the 13th of September. At the beginning of the test, 
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participants were asked to fill in a brief questionnaire (see annex 6), in order to estimate 

their expertise with regards to the iPhone and “mobile world” as well as their specific 

familiarity with the application iTicino.  

As argued by Carole (2008), the main objective of a usability test is to discover which are 

the product’s weaknesses and problems of a website or application in order to improve it. 

Thus, heuristic evaluations together with user testing were chosen as methods in order to 

evaluate the quality of a mobile guide. 

The preparation of the user testing was based on the construction of different scenarios 

testing those aspects which according to the author were considered more problematic.  

They were constructed as short stories, describing possible situations. They were kept 

short, clearly defined and unmistakable and are reported in annex 3.  

The number of participants was selected taking into account relevant literature. As stated 

by Carole (2008) “for formal usability testing, usually eight to ten participants drawn from 

typical user groups will provide great feedbacks”.  

Participants were chosen taking into consideration different aspects: 

 Familiarity with the Canton, and therefore their knowledge of the subdivision into 

the different areas; 

 iPhone expertise and thus their ability to handle this device. 

During the test, the performance success was rated according to two criteria:  

(i) whether the users were able to get the required information, and thus were able to 

accomplish the tasks; 

(ii)  by calculating the average time it took them to achieve the distinct tasks.  

The test was submitted to 8 people with the following characteristics: 

 3 males; 

 5 females. 

Table 6, represents the different nationalities of the participants. 
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NUMBER OF 

PARTICIPANTS 
NATIONALITIES 

 

3 

 

ITALIANS 

 

3 

 

SWISS 

 

1 

 

LITHUANIAN 

 

1 

 

BYELORUSSIAN 

Table 6: Chart reporting the nationalities of participants to the user testing. 

Each user was requested to perform 3 distinct scenarios: 

 Scenario #1: 1 goal, 7 tasks; 

 Scenario #2: 1 goal, 4 tasks; 

 Scenario #3: 1 goal, 5 tasks. 

 

Finally, the screen of the iPhone and the reactions of testers, were recorded with the 

support of a camera and recordings can be visible on the attached DVDs (see annex 7).  
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CHAPTER 4 

Findings 
 

 

 

The following chapter is dedicated to the results of this research, divided into 

three main paragraphs. Paragraph 4.1. presents the quantitative results from 

the benchmark study. Particular attention is paid to the technological and 

penetration level of mobile guides in Switzerland (4.1.1.) and to the most 

frequent indicators of the mobile guide applications examined (4.1.2.). 

Afterward, the second paragraph 4.2. is devoted to the analysis of the best 

practices identified in the analysis.  

The last part of this chapter, paragraph 4.3. is dedicated to the results from 

the usability analysis and therefore focuses on the qualitative outcomes. After 

having outlined the outputs from the heuristic evaluation (4.3.1.), the results 

from the user testing are presented in detail (4.3.2.), considering the 

accomplishment of each single task and the calculation of the average time 

taken in order to achieve it. 
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4.1. Quantitative results: outcome from benchmarking analysis 

The evaluation of the benchmarking results was conducted taking into consideration the 

following aspects: 

 

(i) Overview on the presence of mobile guide applications in Switzerland and thus, the 

analysis of the technological and penetration level of them, presented in paragraph 

4.1.1. 

(ii) Analysis of the mobile guides’ indicators in the 46 mobile guides applications 

examined, presented in paragraph 4.1.2. 

 

4.1.1. Technological and penetration level of mobile guides in Switzerland 

Thanks to the benchmarking analysis, it was possible to have a clear understanding of the 

massive presence of tourist mobile guide applications in Switzerland. Starting from 2010, 

the national tourism board, Switzerland Tourism, introduced 8 city guide applications, 

called CH8. They include the cities of Basel, Bern, Genève, Lausanne, Lugano, Luzern, 

Winterthur and Zürich (MySwitzerland.com, 2011).  

Nevertheless, in the benchmarking analysis only the city guides of Bern, Lausanne, Lugano 

and Zürich were examined, since only those appeared in the ranking of the top 15 mobile 

guide applications when searching the keywords city guide and destination guide.  

These guides were created in order to allow tourists to explore the cities in a very 

individual way. That is, they contain proposals for the most relevant places to visit, events, 

and maps showing how to reach accommodations in a faster way (MySwitzerland.com, 

2011). 

 

In addition, with help of the benchmark it was possible to observe that in Switzerland 

mobile guide applications concern merely the city domain and not the regional one. 

Therefore, this weakness could be exploited by Ticino Turismo in marketing the regional 

iTicino application as the only one of its kind in Switzerland. In fact, Canton Ticino, results 

to be the sole Canton of Switzerland owning a regional mobile guide application.  
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Many mobile guide applications are created by private companies and not by DMOs 

(Destination Management Organizations), as the CH8 or iTicino. Nowadays, several 

guidebook publishers, as for instance the famous Lonely Planet, Guide de Voyage Via 

Michelin or Petit Futé (just for mentioning some of them), started to convert their product 

into a “technological item”, such as tourist mobile guide applications. 

 

A further private company encountered during the benchmarking analysis is Guidepal, 

which provides numerous city guide applications for free, marketing the European 

destinations and the American ones.  

From the analysis, it emerged that there is a considerable predominance of European 

destinations that is 30 out of 46. They almost exclusively include capital cities such as Paris, 

Berlin, Madrid. 10 out of 46 were American mobile guides and included cities such as New 

York, San Francisco, and Chicago. The Asian destinations were counted at 5 out of 46, 

including entire countries such as Korea and Singapore and cities such as Tokyo, Bangkok 

and Shanghai. Finally, only 1 mobile application analyzed was from the African continent 

namely the mobile guide for touristic destination of Mauritius Island.  

 

 

4.1.2.  Evaluation of the indicators of the mobile guides 

The following section (4.1.2) aims at classifying the most frequent indicators among the 

108 identified (listed in the grid, Table 2). The 10 most frequent indicators are represented 

in Graph 6. 
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Graph 6: The 10 most frequent indicators in the 46 mobile guides apps analyzed. 

As shown in the graph above, nearly all of the mobile guides analyzed own a special section 

devoted to: (i) Art and architecture, (ii) Cultural and religious sites, (iii) Natural sights and 

(iv) Museums and galleries. Furthermore, most of them contain: (v) a Map, where tourists 

have the possibility to visualize the entire destination, i.e. an entire nation, region or city. 

The majority also includes the function (vi) Show me on the map, where tourists can 

recognize the exact location of an attraction of interest. Further frequent indicators are: 

(vii) Pubs and bars, (viii) Café/ice creams, (ix) Theater and opera and finally (x) Hotels. 

However, it is relevant to state that iTicino does not have a separate section regarding art 

and architecture, cultural and religious sites and museums and galleries, but items are just 

mixed together.  

A further investigation at this stage was the analysis of the most recurrent features of 

mobile guide applications, as shown in Graph 7.  

 

 

 

 

Graph 7: The top 5 features in the 46 mobile guides apps analyzed. 
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The first 5 most relevant features of mobile guide applications (out of 14), were the 

following: (i) Show me on the map, (ii) Favorites (the possibility to save the best 

information on the guide), (iii) Around me (the possibility to visualize other POI (Point of 

interests) in the tourists’ proximity), (iv) Search (search function) and (v) Call useful 

numbers.  

It is important to mention that the iTicino app. includes all of these 5 features. However 

several improvements are needed. In specific, the function Search is insufficiently visible 

and thus not exploited, since users do not realize the existence of that specific icon. 

 

An additional evaluation, was the positioning of the iTicino among the 45 mobile guides 

analyzed (excluding the app. in object), taking into consideration the amount of indicators. 

The output is presented in Table 7 below. Mobile guide apps. which have the same number 

of indicators, were placed at the same position following alphabetical order.  
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NO. RANING 
 

NAME MOBILE GUIDE APPLICATION 
 

NO. OF INDICATORS 

1 City Guide Lausanne  71 

2 Vienna Travel Guide - Lonely Planet 69 

3 Venice Travel Guide - mTrip 65 

4 Berlin Travel Guide - mTrip 64 

5 Barcelona: DK Top 10   63 

5 Barcelona Travel Guide Offline  63 

5 City Guide Lugano  63 

6 City Guide Bern  60 

6 USA - Travel Guide 60 

7 City guide Zürich  57 

7 Tokyo Travel Guide - mTrip  57 

8 Chicago Travel Guide – mTrip  55 

8 New York City: DK Top 10  55 

9 Las Vegas Travel Guide - Lonely Planet 52 

10 Destination Sigtuna first  51 

11 New York Travel Guide – Tourias   50 

12 Tripwolf Barcelona - Your Travel Guide and Map (Offline Maps)  48 

13 Stockholm Travel Guide – Triposo 47 

14 Madrid Travel Guide - Sebastian Juarez 44 

15 Shanghai WOW!City Guide 43 

16 Canada - Travel Guide 42 

16 Destination Irvine  42 

16 Greece - Travel Guide 42 

16 Italy - Travel Guide 42 

16 New York: The best of New York  42 

17 Palma de Mallorca City Guide – Guidepal  41 

18 Barcelona City Guide – Guidepal 39 

18 Bangkok City Guide – Guidepal 39 

18 iTicino  39 
19 Belgique - Guide de Voyage ViaMichelin 38 

19 Dubai City Guide – Guidepal 38 

19 Singapore City guide – Guidepal 38 

20 Paris: Wallpaper City Guide 36 

21 Travel Korea 35 

21 Zürich "At a Glance" City Guide  35 

22 CityGuideDeals - San Francisco   34 

22 Genève "At a Glance" City Guide  34 

23 Côte dÂzur et Monaco - Guide de Voyage ViaMichelin 33 

24 Switzerland - Travel Guide  32 

25 Andalousie - Guide de Voyage ViaMichelin  31 

25 Mauritius Guide - Totally Offline   31 

25 TopCities – Zürich 31 

26 Bern "At a Glance" City Guide 30 

27 dGuide – Krakov  29 

28 Free City Maps and Walks - Boston Metro Weekend Escapes 23 

29 Destination Jönköping   12 

Table 7: Ranking of the 46 mobile guides analyzed, according to the numbers of indicators. 

 

7 mobile guides with 

indicators above 61 

8 mobile guides with 

51-60 indicators 

11 mobile guides 

with 41-50 

indicators  

16 mobile guides 

with 31-40 

indicators 

4 mobile guides with 

indicators below 30 
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As indicated in Table 7, the majority of mobile guides analyzed (16 out of 46) have between 

31 and 40 indicators. 11 mobile guides have between 41 and 50 indicators. 8 mobile guides 

have 51 to 60 indicators. Finally, 7 mobile guides have more than 61 indicators and only 4 

mobile guides have less than 31. As shown in Table 7, iTicino can boast 39 indicators out of 

108 and it is placed at the 18th position together with two other guides. Therefore, it is 

possible to maintain that iTicino, in terms of content is relatively well positioned, since it is 

placed within the average of the guides analyzed (range between 31 and 40 indicators).  

Nevertheless, the analysis also revealed a lack of three relevant contents, as shown in 

Table 8.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

The guide iTicino lacks a general introductive description of the Canton.   
There is no introduction to tourists providing the basic information about 
geography, history and culture of the region.  

TRANSPORTATION 

 

 
The section dedicated to how to reach Canton Ticino and how to move in the 
destination is not present in the guide. No information related to public 
transportation, in particular to timetables and prices are reported. As Budiu 
and Nielsen maintain in guideline 18 “Finding directions and public 
transportation information, as well as information needed in an emergency 
are tasks likely to be done on a mobile device” (2010: p. 41). 
 

PRACTICAL INFO 

 

Referring to the above mentioned quotation of Budiu  and Nielsen (2010), 
practical information is a “must” in a tourist guide. However, there is no 
practical information section in iTicino. Therefore, tourists would not be able 
to find emergency numbers, such as police, hospitals and so on.   

Table 8: The 3 main categories missing in the iTicino app.  
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4.2. Best management practices 

A further purpose of the benchmark analysis was the identification of the best practices 

among the 45 mobile guides analyzed (excluding the iTicino). Table 9 shows the 3 mobile 

guide applications taken as reference and thus considered as best practices for the iTicino 

application, together with their respective number of indicators.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 9: Mobile guides apps considered as best practices. 

 

The best practices identified which will be discussed in detail in the following sections were 

identified according to their number of indicators. 

 

 City Guide Lausanne 

The first guide with 71 indicators out of 108 resulted to be the Swiss mobile guide devoted 

to the city of Lausanne: City Guide Lausanne, created by the Switzerland Tourism Board. 

The guide, which is part of the project CH8 (see page 56), results to be particularly well 

structured in each single category. This is shown in Figure 11 which represents the category 

Events. The content is easily accessible from the main menu which is well organized and 

divided into several sections, such as shopping, sports and fun and so on. Furthermore, 

concerning the specific section Practical information, City Guide Lausanne, proved to be 

considerably rich in terms of contents offered. This is demonstrated in Figure 12, grouping 

information related to accessibility and transportation. 

 

NAME OF THE MOBILE GUIDE APP. NO. of INDICATORS 

 
City Guide Lausanne 

 
71 

 
Vienna Travel Guide - Lonely Planet 

 
69 

 
Venice Travel Guide m-Trip 

 
65 
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Figure 11: Screen shot of the Events section.                                        Figure 12: Screen shot of Practical Information section. 

 

       

 Vienna Travel Guide - Lonely Planet 

The second mobile guide application with 69 indicators out of 108 was Vienna Travel Guide 

- Lonely Planet. The entire guide is structured like the paper version of the guide, and it can 

boast particularly rich and detailed contents. Furthermore, users have the possibility to 

enlarge words by touching the icon circled in red in Figure 13. This is thought for people 

with vision problems. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Screen shot of the History section. 

 

Figure 14: Screen shot of Image Gallery. 
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The guide also possesses a large image gallery, where tourists can obtain an overview of 

the city already before getting to the destination, as represented in Figure 14.  

 

 Venice Travel Guide - mTrip 

 

The third mobile guide application, with 65 indicators 

out of 108, was Venice Travel Guide - mTrip. It is a guide 

easily accessible and comfortable to explore without 

encountering any particular problems. As represented in 

Figure 15, showing the screen shot of the main page of 

mTrip Venice, the menu is intuitive, simple and clear to 

consult.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Screen shot of the main page of mTrip Venice. 

 

This guide can also be considered the best one in term of level of customization. As 

represented in Figure 16, the guide allows tourits to create their own itinerary by 

specifying the dates and the kind of accommodation. 

 

Furthermore, travellers have the possibility to create their own itinerary manually, 

selecting places one by one, or automatically via mTrip Genius, where they just need to 

specify their trip preferences and the guide automatically selects the POIs (Point of 

interests) for them. This can be seen in Figure 17.  
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Figure 16: Screen shot of the itinerary page mTrip Venice.   Figure 17: Screen shot of the page mTrip Genius. 

This guide also allows tourists to add places that are not included in the guide. Travelers 

just have to select a category and then they can fill in the main data about the place, as 

shown in Figure 18. Furthermore, they can add pictures, general information and a 

descriptions about the place. Finally, they have the possibility to take a picture of the place 

visited and share it with friends, as represented in Figure 19.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Screen shot of the page Share Postcard. 

 

Figure 18: Screen shot of the page Add a place. 
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4.3. Usability results:  is iTicino a usable product? 

The following paragraph, devoted to the usability results, firstly presents the outcome from 

the heuristic evaluation (4.3.1.) and then the results from the user testing (4.3.2.).  

 

4.3.1. Outcome from heuristic evaluation 

In the heuristic evaluation, three aspects have been taken into consideration:  

(i) The number of usability problems discovered; 

(ii) The most frequent issues; 

(iii) The severity rating. 

 

62 usability problems (reported in annex 5) were identified and divided into issues of: (i) 

content, (ii) navigation and (iii) graphic. For this phase of the research, 19 MILE+ heuristic 

guidelines out of 40 were considered, together with several guidelines proposed by Budiu 

and Nielsen (2010), as already mentioned in Chapter 3 (methodology section, page 50).  

 

Figures 20, 21 and 22 represent content, navigation and a graphic heuristic example 

respectively. As can be derived from the figures, the discovered problems in order to be 

filled into charts in order to categorize them according to: 

 

 The name of the heuristic; 

 The screen shot of the problem; 

 The description of the issue; 

 The severity rating. 
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 Content Heuristic Example 

Evaluator: HE no. #18 - TEXT ERROR Severity rating: 4 

Screenshot:  

 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #18: TEXT ERROR 
Even though the application analyzed is in Italian, the 
description of the Hotel Eden Roc is in English. It is 
possible to observe that half of the text is in Italian (i.e. 
Telefono, Sito web)and half in English (i.e. Lake 
Maggiore Region). 

    Figure 20: Content heuristic example, with the related issue. 

Navigation Heuristic Example 

Evaluator: HE no. #30 - ACCESSIBILITY OF TOPICS Severity rating: 4 

Screenshot:  

 
 

 
 
HE no. #30: 
ACCESSIBILITY OF 
TOPICS 
Some attractions are 
accessible from 
different sections (i.e. 
Herman Hesse museum 
is accessible from 
Proposte and from 
Musei sections). It 
should be clear where 
to get an overview of all 
topics.  

   Figure 21: Navigation heuristic example, with the related issue. 

 

18 

30 
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Graphic Heuristic Example 

Evaluator: HE no. #38 - FONT SIZE Severity rating: 3 

Evaluator: HE no. #39 - TEXT LAYOUT Severity rating: 4 

Screenshot: 

 

 
 
 
HE no. #38: FONT SIZE  
The font size is too small, 
causing some problems for 
reading. Text on the screen 
should be easy to read. 
 
 
HE no. #39: TEXT LAYOUT 
Very long page and difficult to 
scroll it up and down. A 
solution would be the 
splitting of the text to make 
the reading simpler. 
 
 

   Figure 22: Graphic heuristic example, with the related issue.  

 

Even though the organization and the structure of the application seem well designed and 

simple at first glance, the heuristic evaluation revealed that there are several usability 

problems.  

 

Graph 8 presents the number of issues discovered in the heuristic evaluation. It clearly 

shows that most problems concern visual identity with 8 issues, coverage and text errors 

with 6 issues each, followed by icon consistency with 5 issues. 

39 

38 
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 Graph 8: Total number of issues, divided by the single heuristics. 

On the other hand, Table 10, highlights the usability issues discovered in the heuristic 

evaluation, divided according to the typology, namely: (i) content, (ii) navigation and (iii) 

graphic issue. The results were the following: 

 #20 content issues; 

 #15 navigation issues; 

 #27 graphic issues. 
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USABILITY ISSUES START SCREEN WEATHER SELECTED FOR YOU ACCOMMODATION WHAT TO DO RESTAURANTS PATHS 

CONTENT  

Accuracy HE_issue no. #41  HE_issue no. #11  HE_issue no. #28 HE_issue no. #31 
 

Currency        

Coverage  HE_issue no. #6 HE_issue no. #16 HE_issue no. #25  HE_issue no. #32 HE_issue no. #58 

Content objectivity 
  HE_issue no. #43           

HE_issue no. #45 
    

Authority        

Conciseness   HE_issue no. #50  HE_issue no. #53  HE_issue no. #37 

Text errors 

 HE_issue no. #5 HE_issue no. #44 HE_issue no. #18     
HE_issue no. #24    
HE_issue no.# 26 

 HE_issue no. #35  

Multimedia consistency        

NAVIGATION  

Segmentation     HE_issue no. #29  
 

Orientation clues  
(within a topic) 

HE_issue no. #4   HE_issue no. #17    
HE_issue no.#19        
HE_issue no.#20 

  
 

Accessibility of different pages        

Introduction list        

Orientation clues 
 (within a group of topics) 

      
 

Accessibility of topics 
HE_issue no. #3 HE_issue no. #9 HE_issue no. #12  HE_issue no. #30 

HE_issue no. #49 
  

Transition list        

Orientation clues   
(within a transition) 

       

Accessibility of target        

Landmarks HE_issue no. #2       

Consistency      HE_issue no. #34  

Accessibility   HE_issue no. #15 HE_issue no. #22   HE_issue no. #40 

Orientation         

Backward navigation        

Depth anticipation        

GRAPHIC 

Visual identity 

  HE_issue no. #48 
HE_issue no. #59 

 

HE_issue no. #21     
HE_issue no. #23     
HE_issue no. #27 

HE_issue no. #60 
 

HE_issue no. #61 
 

HE_issue no. #62 

Use of chromatic code       HE_issue no. #36 

Background contrast        

Font size   HE_issue no. #42    HE_issue no. #38 

Font color      HE_issue no. #33  

Font type        

Text layout   HE_issue no. #51  HE_issue no. #56  HE_issue no. #39 

Anchor identity        

Anchor states        

Icon consistency HE_issue no. #1              
HE_issue no. #57 

HE_issue no. #7    
HE_issue no. #8 

HE_issue no. #10     

Widgets consistency        

Position consistency        

Layout grid consistency        

Layout conventions        

Redundancy -  
Overcrowded page 

  HE_issue no. #13          
HE_issue no. #46 

 HE_issue no. #54   

Page layout 
  HE_issue no. #14          

HE_issue no. #47 
 HE_issue no. #55  HE_issue no. #52 

Use of flash animations        

6  5  17          11           9         6      8

 

#20 

content 

issues 

 

#15 

navigation 

issues 

 

#27 

graphic 

issues 

Table 10 : Usability issues discovered during the heuristic evaluation, divided into content, navigation and 

graphic. 
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Finally, in the concluding part of the heuristic evaluation, the top 5 issues with a severity 

rating equal to 4 are listed in Table 11, where rating 4 stands for a “usability catastrophe: 

imperative to fix this before product can be released” (Carole,  2008). 

NAME of the HEURISTIC DESCRIPTION of the ISSUE 

NO. of 
ISSUES 
FOUND 

OUT 

SEVERITY 
RATING 

 
ACCESSIBILITY 

OF TOPICS 

 
It should be clear for users how to obtain a 
general overview on the topics of the group and 
thus, where to get the right information. 
 

5 4 

COVERAGE 

 
It should be clear what the text is supposed to 
cover, by defining the borders of the topics. By 
entering in some specific areas, descriptions do 
not appear and they are not even present.  
 

5 4 

ACCURACY  

 
Very often, texts presented in each single section 
do not describe adequately the referenced world. 
Descriptions are incomplete and they are not 
consistent. 
 

 
4 

 
4 

 
ORIENTATION CLUES 

(WITHIN A TOPIC) 
 

 
During the navigation, the user should know his 
exact position within a topic. Very often, 
however, the position is not immediately 
recognizable within the app.   
 

4 4 

CONCISENESS 

 
Usually people tend to read a maximum of the 
first 20 lines of a text. Therefore, long 
descriptions are often ignored and not 
considered. The heuristics revealed the presence 
of long descriptions, which are ineffective and 
not concise. 
 

3 4 

Table 11: Top 5 issues with a severity rating equal 4. 
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4.3.2. Outcome from user testing 

Before starting the user testing, a brief questionnaire (see annex 6), was submitted to the 

participants, in order to obtain additional information regarding their general background. 

Information on familiarity with the iPhone, expertise with the “world of apps.”, and 

knowledge of the app. iTicino was collected. 

As shown in Graph 9, 38% of the participants, that is 3 testers out of 8, do not have an 

iPhone, while the remaining 62% own one.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 9: Pie chart representing the percentage of testers owning an iPhone. 

 

A further objective of the questionnaire was to understand the participants’ expertise with 

“the world of apps”. There were asked whether they download applications and if so how 

often in average. The 5 testers owning an iPhone declared that they generally download less 

than 10 apps. in average per month. Regarding the app. iTicino, 4 testers out of 5 declared to 

have already downloaded it, mainly because it was recommended by friends.  

 

In order to illustrate the results from the user testing, two kinds of approaches were 

undertaken:  

(i) Calculation of the average time to perform each single task, together with the 

percentage of their accomplishment. 

(ii) Calculation of the average time of each single user, together with the degree of 

accomplishment of participants, expressed in percentage. 

Table 12, shows the calculations of the two analyses mentioned above.  

YES 
62% 

NO 
38% 

Do you have an iPhone? 
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TASKS ACCOMPLISHMENT BY TIME   

 

U_1  U_2      U_3    U_4  U_5      U_6     U_7      U_8       

AVERAGE TIME OF 
EACH TASK 

(expressed in 
seconds) 

DEGREE OF 
ACCOMPLISHMENT 

OF TASKS 

T1.1. Find a specific place in a destination 102 168 X X X X 160 X 143 38% 

T1.2. Find the attraction overview 93 52 49 56 X 39 55 34 54 88% 

T1.3. Find information about what the attraction offers 128 119 X X 122 X X 137 126 50% 

T1.4. Check on the map where exactly the attraction is located 33 18 29 46 25 53 26 34 33 100% 

T1.5. Save the proposal in My Ticino section 15 9 17 7 X 12 38 12 15 88% 

T1.6. Find information about the weather on a specific date 31 23 18 14 44 20 29 22 25 100% 

T1.7. Find information about the weather on a specific place 28 X 19 X X X X 21 22 38% 

T2.1. Find the list of the events in a specific date and place 112 135 X X X X 119 124 122 50% 

T2.2. Find the event 23 37 38 22 X 32 45 28 32 88% 

T2.3. Find the time schedule of the event 17 20 9 X X 10 X 13 13 63% 

T2.4. Find the program of the event 19 15 24 16 X 17 X X 18 63% 

T3.1. Find a cheap hotel in a specific place within the region 102 146 X X 175 98 151 84 126 75% 

T3.2. Find the hotel description 5 7 3 8 18 3 16 8 8 100% 

T3.3. Find what the hotel offers in terms of facilities and services X X 19 X X 13 15 X 15 38% 

T3.4. Find information how to get there  63 48 37 36 X X 54 X 29 63% 

T3.5. Find a map of the hotel location 36 19 27 16 32 25 37 19 26 100% 

AVERAGE TIME OF EACH USER (expressed in seconds) 53 58 24 24 69 29 62 44 
  

DEGREE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT OF USERS 94% 88% 75% 56% 38% 69% 75% 75% 

Table 12: Task accomplishment by time expressed in seconds, according to each single user. 

TASKS 
USERS 
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In order to present the foremost results of the user testing, 4 graphs were extracted from 

Table 12.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 10: Average time of each single task expressed in seconds. 

Graph 10 represents the average time needed to perform each single task, expressed in 

seconds. As can be derived from the Graph, T1.1 find a specific place in a destination, results 

to be the one requiring the most time, with an average time of 143 seconds.T1.3 and T3.1, 

find information about what the attraction offers and find a cheap hotel in a specific place 

within the region, respectively follow with an average time of 126 seconds. Lastly, T2.1, find 

the list of events in a specific date and place, was accomplished in an average time equal to 

122 seconds.  

As stated in the literature, according to Egger and Jooss (2010), successful mobile 

applications are those which are able to offer their usefulness to the users (obtain the 

relevant information with the related added value), in maximum 3 minutes (180 seconds). If 

apps. result to be time-consuming, they are simply deleted by the user.  

One tester pinpointed the problem, by arguing that:  

“If there is a description, the app. should give me at least a bit of value-added without losing 

so much time in searching the right information (…).” 

Nevertheless, the user testing revealed that testers did not spend more than 3 minutes on 

each single task. However, they expressed their dissatisfaction with the quality of the 
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information provided. In fact,  the guide does not provide complete information. The user 

testing showed that iTicino is not designed for the final users, being a product not usable and 

not intuitive, with functions that are not immediate. This is also reinforced by the following 

quotation of one user (for more details see annex 7): 

 “I remembered the first time I was using this application. I needed to find the places in Ticino 

making fondue and I was not able to do it. I spent so much time on the app. that finally I 

renounced.” 

As mentioned above, T2.1, find the list of the events in a specific date and place, was 

performed with an average time of 122 seconds. Users who accomplished the task, just 

found the event corresponding to a specific date and place by chance, by scrolling the page 

(see Figure 23). Some comments are reported below: 

“I would go to date or something 

like this (…) but I have not the 

possibility to filter by date and 

that is a bit stupid because I need 

to check each single event and 

then check if there is that specific 

date (…).” 

 Figure 23: Screenshot of a tester scrolling down the page searching for a filter by date.  

T3.1 was performed with an average time of 126 seconds and some users revealed their 

dissatisfaction as reported in this quotation:  

 

“From the scenario, price is the most important constraint and after 4 and 5 clicks I still don’t 

know how much a hotel costs (…) No No… I cannot book a hotel, I have to call or go on the 

website…I don’t expect to book a hotel from this app. but at least the most important 

information such as the price, yes!…how I can know it?” 
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  Graph 11: Degree of accomplishment of tasks. 

Graph 11, represents the percentage of accomplishment of the different tasks. T1.1, T1.7 

and T3.3 were accomplished with a percentage equal to 38%, which means these tasks were 

successfully performed by only 3 users out of 8.  

Starting with T1.1, the participants had to find a specific place, that is Bellinzona. The main 

aim of this task was to see whether the icon for filtering the area was immediately clear.  As 

confirmed by Table 12, only 3 users out of 8 were able to find the icon (Figure 24) by chance, 

which allowed them to filter the search according to the place (Figure 25).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

Some interesting comments regarding this issue were: 

“Ah well!!Somehow I managed to do (…)in any case I have to say that now I might be on the 

right page as it is “Where to go” “Select the region” but according to me this would have 

come before since I lost some times and I am not very patient (…).” 
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Figure 25: Screenshot of Where to go page, during the 

user testing.  

Figure 24: Screenshot of the main page of iTicino app. 

with the icon Where to go.  
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Going on with T1.7, find information about the weather on a specific place, again only 3 

users out of 8 accomplished the task. The 5 remaining users expected to touch the name of 

the city of Bellinzona on the map showing the whole Canton Ticino (see Figure 26 and 27), 

and then be able to zoom it and see additional information about the weather in the city.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26: Screenshot of the map in Weather section. Figure 27: Screenshot of a user performing a task during 

the test.  

Lastly, regarding T3.3, find what the hotel offers in terms of facilities and services, only 3 

users out of 8 accomplished the task. In that specific case, the major problem was not 

finding the specific information, but the fact that the selected hotel did not provide 

information related to facilities and services. Some interesting comments were:  

“I would expect some icons representing the facilities and the services of the hotel (…)I don’t 

have anything (…) It does not make sense to put a list of all hotels, without any possibility for 

comparison of prices, facilities that they offer, and so on (…).” 

The app. revealed a lack in consistency. Some descriptions of facilities and services were 

inexistent and some of them were too long and detailed, without providing the needed 

information. This is also revealed by the following remarks: 

“I would make the descriptions much much smaller made by just some hints, because until 

the time it took me to read all this (…) yes it is too much and it is written not so big and 

having some eye problems (…) it is impossible.” 

“Now the language of the description is in German. I don’t mind but for an English speaker 

this could be a problem (…).” 
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“You know what? The problem is that my application is in English. I mean I was looking for 

information in English but now I get information in Italian (…) I am very much confused even 

though I speak Italian, because I am not able to understand what some words mean (…).” 

Going on with the analysis related to the test users, Graph 12, shows the average time of 

each user. User 5 was the one reaching the maximum average time of 69 seconds, followed 

by user 7 with 62 seconds and by user 2 with 58 seconds.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 12: Average time of each user. 

 

Graph 13: Degree of accomplishment of users. 

Certainly, the average time of each user has to be related to the results of Graph 13, 

showing the degree of accomplishment of different users. The user with the highest average 

time showed the lowest accomplishment rate: user 5 was the one with a degree of 
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accomplishment equal to 38% (the lowest one), performing 6 tasks out of 16. Although user 

2, had an average time of 58 seconds, he was able to accomplish 88% of the tasks, namely 14 

out 16. User 7, with an average time of 62 seconds, was able to accomplish 75% of the tasks, 

namely 13 out of 16.  

If we consider user 5, the above mentioned relation can be explained by the fact that the 

user he never used an iPhone before and he was not able to understand the main functions 

of the app. examined. The author of this research is aware of the fact that this related 

attitude cannot be generalized, but it should be taken into consideration.  

A further observation was the fact that a lot of time was spent for gaining familiarity with 

the iPhone, in particular for users not familiar with this device. However, also the people 

expert in using the iPhone, revealed that they needed time for familiarizing with the app. 

The challenge was to understand how iTicino was organized, touching for example the right 

bottoms.  

It is relevant to mention that 5 users out of 8 revealed to the interviewer that their main 

intention was to obtain information about the Castles of Bellinzona, UNESCO World Heritage 

Site, in T1.2, find the attraction overview. Thanks to their previous knowledge about the city, 

they knew that the castles in Bellinzona are one of the major attractions. However, they 

were not able to find any kind of information related to them and renounced. Some of them 

consulted the section Proposals, with the expectation of finding information on the castles, 

resulting however to be too restrictive in comparison to their expectations.  

“These proposals for me they are not real appealing (…) There is something missing like a 

general overview for someone that does not know anything. Instead of these proposals that 

you don’t know according to what they are there, you should have something like highlights, 

informing a visitor that does not know anything (…).I think that I would lose patience and 

quit.” 

“At the end I will be disappointed because the only alternative that they suggest me, Museo 

in erba is a museum dedicated for children (…)” 

As also reinforced by the comments above, the user testing confirmed the findings of the 

heuristic evaluation. Finally, in order to understand which are the areas of the app. where to 
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intervene, the list of problems was drawn up, by comparing whether they were discover 

during the expert review, during the user testing or in both. Table 13 shows the comparison 

of the issues identified from the expert review and from the user testing: crosses represent 

the identification of the problem, while underscores the missed identification of the issue. 

IDENTIFIED 
PROBLEMS 

DESCRIPTION 

EX
P

ER
T 

R
EV

IEW
 

U
SER

 
TESTIN

G
 

1 Accessibility 
Several pages show web sites links which are not touchable and thus, users cannot 
have access to them. 

x x 

2 Accessibility 
Accessing several times the same section, items change order and often disappear 
from the list being not accessible anymore. 

- x 

3 
Accessibility of 

topics 
It should be clear were to get the right information. Some sections, as ‘Proposals’ 
are repeated twice. 

x x 

4 Accuracy 
In the specific category ‘Selected for you’, the app. does not request what are the 
users' preferences. 

- x 

5 Accuracy 
Several sections contain distinct issues in categorization and they do not describe 
adequately the referenced world. 

x x 

6 Conciseness The text is excessively long, without focusing on the relevant information. x x 

7 Consistency 
Some categories, as for instance ‘1 star hotels’, comprise items of other categories, 
such as 2 star hotels. 

- x 

8 Consistency 
The navigation of the app. should be consistent in all its sections, especially within a 
specific category. 

x - 

9 Content objectivity 
Very often texts do not describe adequately the attractions and they do not provide 
the relevant information. 

x x 

10 Coverage 
In specific pages, several sections, as for instance ‘fax, e-mail, telephone number’ 
are not present. 

x x 

11 Font color Very often text colors result challenging to read. x - 

12 Font size 
The font size is not always consistent and very often it results to be too small 
causing   reading problems. 

x x 
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Table 13: Comparison of the issues  identified from expert review and user testing. 

As visible from Table 13, minor additional issues were identified from user testing, listed below: 

 The order of appearance of distinct items present in one category, changes when 

accessing several times the same category. During the user testing, some participants also 

13 Icon consistency 

Several icons and symbols are not immediately recognizable and visible. The 
examples identified are the following: 

            

x x 

14 Icon consistency 

The downwards icons present on different pages, as for instance ‘Settings’ and 
‘Info’, occupy a predominant part on the screen and it is not clear what they refer 
to, such as the Info icon. 

 

- x 

15 Landmarks 
Several categories, in particular on the start screen are missed, as for instance 
‘Transportation’, ‘Introduction to Canton Ticino’ and so on. 

x x 

16 
Orientation clues 
(within a topic) 

When accessing a specific section it is not clear what the user is browsing, i.e. 
‘Proposals’. 

x x 

17 Page layout 
Due to the length of texts, users need to scroll down the page several times in order 
to read the whole text. 

x x 

18 Picture consistency 
The initial picture, namely the image of a cow, it is not representative of the whole 
Ticino. 

- x 

19 
Redundancy - 

Overcrowded page 
Very often, pages are filled in with long texts hard to read. x x 

20 Segmentation 
Several categories are not subdivided in further topics, but on the contrary they are 
just mixed together. 

x x 

21 Text errors Very often text is written half in Italian and half in English or German. x x 

22 Text layout Sometimes text is too long and it is not divided into paragraphs. x x 

23 
Use of chromatic 

code 
The use of different colors could be useful to readers in identifying sections which 
deserve particular attention. 

x - 

24 Visual Identity Some pictures are displayed, while some other are not visible. x x 
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remarked that specific items disappear by resulting not accessible anymore. Once out of a 

category, some users were not able to find the previously interested attraction. 

 The application results to not own well defined criteria in the category Selected for you, 

because for example, it does not request which are the user’s preferences, i.e. nature 

lovers and so on. Therefore, this category results to be too broad, providing general 

information of everything but without giving customized and precise information. 

 Very often, in the category 1 star hotel, 2 star hotels are presented and mixed together, 

creating misperception; 

 As shown in Figure 28, the following icons occupy a predominant space on the screen. 

Specifically for the icon Info, it is not clear what it refers to. Some users believed that the 

information provided were related to the guide, other to the Canton and some other to 

practical information for tourists. Since the icons Info and Settings are related to the 

merely application, it is not advisable to highlight them in such a position. 

 

 

Figure 28: Screen shot of the icons Info and Settings. 

According to some testers, especially these two icons should have a marginal position 

within the app.  

 The initial picture of the cow, according to some users, is not representative of the 

Canton Ticino but rather of whole Switzerland. Therefore, they would suggest some 

pictures much more distinctive for Ticino, representing the Mediterranean style. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Discussion and Conclusions 

 
 

 

 

 

This final chapter is devoted to several guidelines (5.1) in order to improve the 

application iTicino, taking as frame of reference the guides analyzed during 

the benchmark analysis. Furthermore, the foremost conclusions (5.2) of this 

research and the discussion of them are outlined. 

Finally, limitations and need for further research (5.3) are presented. 
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5.1. Discussion and guidelines for improvements 

The usability study of iTicino application was conceived challenging because “a guide on 

mobile device has some features that distinguish it from a guide on a laptop or stationary 

PC. The screen is much smaller and typing cannot be done on a full  keyboard” (Tjostheim 

and Holmqvist, 2010). In addition, Jacob Nielsen maintains that working with an iPad or 

iPhone “(…) it's very easy to touch in the wrong place, so people can click the wrong thing, 

but they can't tell what happened.” He continues by arguing that “with a mouse, you can 

click the wrong thing, but you can see where you clicked” (Schofield, 2010). Therefore, 

usability evaluation in “the mobile world” results extremely different from web usability, 

set in the “static world”. 

There are numerous interesting observations based on the results from the benchmark 

analysis, heuristic evaluation and the user testing. It is in fact possible to notice that iTicino 

seems to be created mainly for local people or at least for people knowing the Canton 

Ticino quite well. The benchmark analysis revealed that the guide does not provide any 

kind of information concerning a general description of the destination, or how to get to it 

and how to move in the Canton (see page 61). No practical information, as for instance 

currency converter, ATM (Automated teller machine), emergency numbers, is provided by 

the guide. Therefore, if the guide was created for people to get to know Canton Ticino, it is 

advisable to introduce a section regarding these issues. These would be particularly helpful 

to tourists coming from abroad, having restricted knowledge of the destination.  

This is also confirmed by the user testing, where participants expressed their 

disappointment about the lack of some of these sections.  

“I see that I am in Lugano and the hotel is in somewhere up (…) but there are no directions 

how to reach it. Through the map function there is not the possibility to set up the arrival, 

but at least I would expect it in the description (…).” 

Thanks to the methods adopted in this research, it is possible to provide some guidelines in 

order to improve the iTicino application. In particular, five points need to be rapidly 

revised:  
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 Provide a more detailed categorization, instead of the 6 sections present on the 

main screen (see page 44). For instance, offer a general description of the Canton, 

or a specific category devoted to Attractions, Art and architecture, and a category 

dedicated to directions on how to reach the destination.  

 

 Reduce the amount of attractions for each single category, focusing instead on a 

careful selection of items according to specific criteria and filters. It would be 

advisable to propose a top list of attractions. For instance, the UNESCO sites such as 

the Castles of Bellinzona and Monte San Giorgio, which are not even present in the 

guide, should be listed in the first positions. Thus, there is a need for introducing 

filters of every kind: from prices, dates, specific places, to personal preferences. 

 

 Several descriptions in distinct categories appear to be too long and redundant. 

People usually do not want to spend a great amount of time reading. Thus, a 

possible solution would the use of 5 lines of description, providing the most useful 

and remarkable information. 

 

 Provide the same clear structure for all the pages of different categories. At the 

present time, the app. receives contents from different databases of different 

companies, as for instance Ticino Turismo, GPS Tracks and Agenzia Rezzonico. This 

causes several mistakes. Some examples are the different formats and dimensions 

of thumbnails and images, different quality and structure of contents.  

 

 Offer a search box already on the start screen, so that users who already have a 

specific attraction or place to visit in mind (for instance the Castle of Bellinzona) can 

search for it directly, without losing time by browsing the application. According to 

Budiu and Nielsen (2010: p. 71) there are two kinds of users:  

 

(i) Browsers, who “want to kill the time and they look for something interesting to 

do”; 

(ii) Searchers, who “look for one particular piece of information and they usually 

need that information to achieve a real-life goal”. 
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The authors continue by maintaining that if users are in a searcher mode, they just 

look for what they need, by avoiding to read all the text in a page (Budiu and 

Nielsen, 2010). Therefore, if we assume that the main users of iTicino are searchers, 

it is advisable for the app. to offer a search box already at an early position in order 

to facilitate users’ enquiry. 

Some suggestions also concern the promotion of the iTicino. The benchmark analysis 

revealed that iTicino is the sole regional mobile guide application in Switzerland, and thus it 

could be promoted as such.  

From the benchmarking analysis it was also possible to observe that several guides use 

partnerships with local companies in order to obtain more popularity. An example is the 

case of the mobile guide Paris Wallpaper with the introduction of Rolex advertising. An 

additional idea is also to introduce the tourist board of Ticino Turismo to potential travelers 

before arriving at destination. This would be possible by means of a section devoted to the 

presentation of the team, as is the case of the mobile guide Destination Sigtuna First.  

Finally, getting back to the 3 research questions, mentioned in the initial phase of this 

research (see page 41), it is possible, at this point, to provide the answers. 

 Answer RQ1: What are the penetration and technological level of mobile guides in 

Switzerland? 

The answer to this RQ, emerged through the benchmark analysis, which revealed that 

in Switzerland there is a consistent presence of mobile guide apps. All the big cities in 

the country, can boast their mobile guide app. thanks to the implementation of CH8, 

namely eight city guides, created by Switzerland Tourism: Basel, Bern, Genève, 

Lausanne, Lugano, Luzern, Winterthur and Zürich. Speaking about the regional domain, 

iTicino resulted to be the sole regional mobile guide in Switzerland, specific to a given 

Canton, created by Ticino Turismo. It is also possible to argue that among this massive 

presence of mobile guides, the predominance concerns European destinations, 

specifically capital cities, followed by American destinations.  
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 Answer RQ2: How it is possible to assess the quality of a mobile guide? 

The quality of a mobile guide can be evaluated through the implementation of the 

heuristic evaluations, and additionally through the performance of the user testing. On 

the case of iTicino, a combination of heuristics was adopted, coming from the 

academic field, i.e. MILE+, and from the professional field, i.e. Nielsen guidelines (Budiu 

and Nielsen, 2010). Only 19 out of 40 MILE+ heuristics were chosen, since many of 

them were not applicable to the given case, being websites-oriented. Regarding the 

guidelines of Nielsen, just 9 out of 84 were taken into account, since they were too 

focused on mobile websites. This combination resulted to be valid for the assessment 

of the quality of the iTicino app. However, further researches could draw from them, 

as starting point for the creation of a proven set of heuristic, specific to apps.  

 

 Answer RQ3: What are the main quality issues to be considered while evaluating a 

mobile guide? 

Firstly, when assessing the quality of a mobile guide, it is relevant to take into 

consideration that these tools are mainly created for assisting tourists ‘in mobility’ 

instead in the ‘static world’ of PCs, and hence they are influenced by objects in the 

surrounding. Moreover, it is important to consider the peculiar issues of apps. in 

general, mentioned as well in the literature review, as lack of  keyboard and pointing 

device and reduced screen dimension. Concerning the case of the iTicino app., the 

answer to this RQ is inferable from findings coming from the heuristic evaluation and 

user testing. It is therefore advisable to consult Table 11 (page 71) which shows the 

top 5 issues with a severity rating equal 4, and Table 13 (page 81) representing the 

comparison of issues identified from expert review and user testing.  
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5.2. Conclusions 

This research aimed at providing an overview on usability studies, with a special focus on a 

tourist mobile guide application. As widely covered by literature, it is possible to notice 

how nowadays, society is experiencing an increase in Smartphones usage, supposed to 

overtake, by the end of 2011, the number of feature phones (Nielsenwire.com, 2010b). 

Among the great variety of Smartphones, Apple with its iconic iPhone, results to be the 

most popular and requested one, confirmed also by the fact that 80% of Apple users 

declared to remain loyal to the above mentioned device. This growth goes hand in hand 

with the one of applications, where more than 15.000 apps can be counted just on the 

Apple Store. 

However, it is important to argue that despite these encouraging facts, applications on 

mobile devices have numerous constraints, causing problems to users, as reduced screen 

and lack of pointing device, just for mentioning some. Even more problems are present on 

tourist mobile guide apps., since they are influenced by location and by objects in user’s 

surroundings. In specific, the present research focuses the attention on the case study of 

the iTicino application, tourist mobile guide created for Canton Ticino.  

An extensive literature review was conducted in order to understand the current 

knowledge on the specific topic of usability evaluation methods. As confirmed by literature, 

during the past decades academic community fully discussed the usability of websites, 

without however concentrating on usability of applications, due as well to the novelty of 

these tools.  

In order to tackle the research objective and questions, the present study, employed three 

different methodologies, namely: benchmark analysis, heuristic evaluations and user 

testing.  

The first approach adopted, i.e. the benchmark analysis, was useful for determining the 

position of the iTicino app. among the myriad of tourist mobile guide applications. It also 

helped to depict the technological and penetration level of mobile guides in Switzerland, 

revealing that numerous mobile guides are created by private companies and by several 

guidebook publishers, i.e. Lonely Planet. From the evaluation appeared that a substantial 
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prevalence of European destinations (30 out of 46) are present in Switzerland, represented 

mainly by capital cities. The benchmark analysis used a grid comprising of 8 major 

categories and 108 indicators. The analysis demonstrated that among the 45 mobile guides 

analyzed, iTicino is placed at the 18th position, with 39 indicators out of 108. The outcome, 

also shown that the major part of mobile guides (16 mobile guides out of 46) owns 

indicators between 31 and 40, among which the app. iTicino. Therefore, it is possible to 

argue that iTicino in term of contents is well positioned, since it incorporates several 

categories. However, the results showed that the app. lacks important sections, namely: 

introduction, transportation and practical information. In general terms, it is possible to 

maintain that the absence of these contents, shown how the app. was mainly conceived for 

users with a quite good knowledge of the Canton and hence for locals. Moreover, thanks to 

the benchmark analysis, three best practices were identified according to the number of 

indicators. At the first position, City Guide Lausanne was identified, with a total of 71 

indicators, followed by Vienna Travel Guide-Lonely Planet with 69 indicators, and Venice 

Travel Guide m-Trip with 65 indicators. As regards the mentioned best management 

practices, it is possible to maintain that the three apps. can provide some cues of 

improvement for iTicino. City Guide Lausanne results useful in the structure of each single 

content and in the specific section of ‘Practical Information’ which is not present in the 

iTicino; from Vienna Travel Guide-Lonely Planet, iTicino could adopt some sections as the 

‘image gallery’ and the possibility to assist users with vision problems. Finally, regarding 

Venice Travel Guide m-Trip, iTicino could implement the structure of filters, the level of 

customization and the users’ active role of introducing personalized contents, namely the 

user-generated content.   

In order to have a clear understanding and a complete overview of the issues concerning 

the iTicino app., a heuristic evaluation was conducted, following the exploratory guidelines 

proposed by the proved methodology MILE+, combined with the recommendations 

proposed by Budiu and Nielsen (2010). From the analysis, 62 issues were discovered, 

divided into: 20 content issues, 15 navigation issues and 27 graphic issues. The guidelines 

of Budiu and Nielsen (2010), used for the heuristic evaluation of iTicino app. (see Table 4, 

page 51) were just taken into account for further improvements. In addition, from the 

evaluation, it was possible to rate issues according to a severity ranking from 0 to 4 (Carole, 
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2008), in order to provide a clear framework of the issues in which occur. Through the 

heuristic evaluation, it was possible to evaluate the quality of iTicino app., categorizing the 

major issues, where the top 5 issues with a severity rating equal to 4 resulted to be: 

accessibility of topics and coverage with a total of 5 issues each, accuracy and orientation 

clues (within a topic) with 4 issues each and finally conciseness with 3 issues.  

Finally a user testing involving 8 participants was performed, in order to measure the 

quality of the app. by observing possible users performing 3 distinct scenarios with a total 

of 3 goals and with a total of 16 tasks. User testing proved what mentioned in the literature 

and what discovered in the heuristic assessment. In specific, users’ comments proved once 

again what confirmed in the literature, namely that getting the right and value-added 

information rapidly, allow users to not delete the application (Chincholle et al., 2002; Egger 

and Jooss, 2010; Nielsen, 2011). As shown in Table 13 (page 81), the knowledge gained 

through heuristic evaluation provided a list of issues, identified as well in the user testing, 

which combined with Table 11 (page 71), reporting the top 5 issues with a severity rating 

equal 4, allowed to provide practical suggestions where to intervene in the app. iTicino 

(reported in paragraph 5.1).  

The results of this study clearly demonstrate that apparently the application iTicino is a 

well-structured app. However there are some problems regarding the categorization of 

each single item and the quality of contents. Furthermore, as confirmed by Brown and 

Chalmers (2003), time is frequently a constraint in the tourism experience, because tourists 

plan to visit specific attractions in a given timeslot. Thus, since tourism is often constrained 

in time, information should be offered in a fast and easy way. This concept was also 

outlined from users performing the test, where some of them declared that the guide is 

not by any means, immediate and intuitive. This is a clear indication of the fact that the 

app. was not conceived for tourists, and thus this portable device does not result a 

‘collaborative instrument’ able to solve tourists’ problems at destination. 

The author of this research is aware of the fact that, results and suggestions provided in 

this study are not universal. However, the main intention is to contribute in a minimal part 

in the improvement of a tool, which if well-developed and structured, could result valuable 

and competitive on the market.   
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5.3. Limitations and further researches 

The present research involves several limitations which need to be taken into consideration 

when discussing the main findings and which deserve future research efforts.  

Regarding the literature review the main limitation is the fact that usability studies in the 

field of mobile applications are at the very early stage of development, due to the novelty 

of the topic. Therefore, apart from the considerable amount of studies in the field of 

eTourism and thus on the broad relationship between tourism and new technologies, little 

empirical studies exist at the present time on usability evaluation of mobile applications.  

Secondly, considering the benchmark analysis, it was conducted taking into account a 

relatively small amount of mobile guides. A total number of 46 mobile tourist guides was 

analyzed which could be expanded in future works in order to obtain a broadening 

overview.  

Lastly, the small sample size for the user testing and the selection of a relatively young 

population led to the incapacity of generalizing the findings, since the testers may not be 

the best representatives of the entire population using the application iTicino. Further 

studies should consider larger samples. For instance, older people, with any familiarity with 

Canton Ticino, could be included and the number of tasks to be performed could be 

enlarged. Furthermore, it is important to highlight that conducting a user testing on mobile 

phones results to be a tough task, due to the peculiar characteristics which distinguish a 

mobile device from a personal computer. Reduced dimensions of the screen and limited 

touchable sections make people reluctant to use mobile phones and mobile applications 

for complex tasks.  

Future research should take into account all these limitations, covering the above 

mentioned weaknesses. Mobile application usability is still an underexplored field, which 

thanks to the collection of new data and the creation of new investigation models could be 

considerably improved.  

In conclusion, I want to end this study by quoting a sentence of Tim Westergren, founder of 

Pandora, where he maintains that “The app is the new 99-cent single - for kids, it’s the new 

currency” (FTcom, 2011). However, it is important to stress that since the virtual world is 
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plentiful of apps, in order to emerge from this myriad, apps have to convey a real value-

added to the users; otherwise they risk being “out of currency”.  
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1st keyword: TRAVEL GUIDE

Category Sub-category 1 Sub-category 2 Sub-category 3 FREE CHF 6.60 FREE CHF 6.60 FREE CHF 5.50 FREE CHF 6.60 FREE FREE FREE CHF 6.60 FREE FREE FREE FREE

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1

1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1

0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1

0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1

0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1

0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1

Bicycle 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Car and Motorcycle 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1

Taxi 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

Boat 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0

Bus 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

Metro/Subway 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

Tram and Funicular 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fares 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0

Maps (i.e. bus stops) 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Amusement Park 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0

Art and architecture 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Casino 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cinema 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Concerts and Festivals 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Fairs and handicraft 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Theater and Opera 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

Zoo/Aquarium 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

Agenda of events 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Events news 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Exhibition centers/Auditorium 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1

0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

1st keyword: TRAVEL GUIDE

Transportation

Yoga

How to get there

By plane
By boat
By train
By bus
By car

Sports and recreation facilities

Tennis 
Windsurfing/Sailing

Shopping and commercial facilities

Lido/Beaches and swimming pools
Pedal boats

Spa and wellness

Tours and guided tours

Traditional market
Shopping centers  and supermarkets

Areas and quarters

Nightlife
Discos and Clubs

Pubs and Bars

How to move at destination

Private Transport

Public Transportation

General description

Introduction about the destination (i.e. city, region etc.)
Geography
History

Selected proposals/ highlights / Top 10

Religion

Information how to get there

Map

Culture

Photo gallery

Basketball

Skiing

Excursions and hiking

Entertainment

List of Entertainment

List of Events

Cultural and natural sightseeing

Live music

Adventure park

Cultural and religious sights (i.e. churches, library etc. )
Museums and galleries
Natural sights (i.e. parks, mountains, gardens etc.) 

Soccer

Skate park

Ice skating/Hockey

Biking

Attractions and activities

Playground for children

Golf and miniature golf

Boat cruises and ferries

Squash

 

Mobile guides 

applications analyzed, 

under the 1st keyword 

TRAVEL GUIDE 
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1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1

1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1

1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1

0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1

0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1

0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

39 65 48 64 60 44 32 55 42 34 42 57 47 42 50 42

Ethnic cuisine

Wineries and caves

Buy (i.e. book an hotel room, tickets etc.) 

Share (i.e photos, video etc.)

Favorites

Weather

Tourist Card
Fares

Tourist Service Center

Café/Ice cream 

Feautures for mobile apps

Filter by

Area
Distance

Search

Near me/Around me

Type (i.e. Restaurant)

Show me on the map

Price
Star rating

Fast food

Restaurants

Reviews

Point of sale

Local cuisine

Call useful numbers

Hospitals/Pharmacies

Mail box/Post office

Bank/ATM

International cuisine

Bed and breakfast
Apartments and houses

Settings
Language
Update
View Options

Where to sleep

Hotels

Campgrounds

Gastronomy/Where to eat and drink

List name of streets

Hostels
Farm houses

Ancillary services (i.e. hairdresser, dry cleaning,  etc.)

Dictionary
Currency converter and change

Regional cuisine

Practical information

Public WiFi/Internet cafè

Police

Fuel and mechanic

Parking and car rental 

Surf on the web

Good to know (i.e. tips, holidays, electricity etc.)

Public toilets
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2nd keyword: DESTINATION GUIDE

Category Sub-category 1 Sub-category 2 Sub-category 3 FREE CHF 6.60 CHF 6.60 CHF 2.20 CHF 5.50 CHF 5.50 FREE FREE FREE CHF 6.60 CHF 4.40 CHF 6.60 FREE FREE FREE

1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1

1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1

1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

Bicycle 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Car and Motorcycle 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1

Taxi 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Boat 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Bus 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1

Metro/Subway 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1

Tram and Funicular 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Fares 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Maps (i.e. bus stops) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0

Amusement Park 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0

Art and architecture 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

Casino 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

Cinema 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

Concerts and Festivals 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0

Fairs and handicraft 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Theater and Opera 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

Zoo/Aquarium 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0

Agenda of events 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1

Events news 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

Exhibition centers/Auditorium 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1

1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Transportation

Yoga

How to get there

By plane
By boat
By train
By bus
By car

Sports and recreation facilities

Tennis 
Windsurfing/Sailing

Shopping and commercial facilities

Lido/Beaches and swimming pools
Pedal boats

Spa and wellness

Tours and guided tours

Traditional market
Shopping centers  and supermarkets

Areas and quarters

Nightlife
Discos and Clubs

Pubs and Bars

How to move at destination

Private Transport

Public Transportation

General description

Introduction about the destination (i.e. city, region etc.)
Geography
History

Selected proposals/ highlights / Top 10

Religion

Information how to get there

Map

Culture

Photo gallery

Basketball

Skiing

Excursions and hiking

Entertainment

List of Entertainment

List of Events

Cultural and natural sightseeing

Live music

Adventure park

Cultural and religious sights (i.e. churches, library etc. )
Museums and galleries
Natural sights (i.e. parks, mountains, gardens etc.) 

Soccer

Skate park

Ice skating/Hockey

Biking

Attractions and activities

2nd keyword: DESTINATION GUIDE

Playground for children

Golf and miniature golf

Boat cruises and ferries

Squash

 

Mobile guides 

applications analyzed, 

under the 2
nd

 keyword 

DESTINATION GUIDE 
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0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

60 31 33 31 55 63 51 31 29 38 63 52 12 42 35

Ethnic cuisine

Wineries and caves

Buy (i.e. book an hotel room, tickets etc.) 

Share (i.e photos, video etc.)

Favorites

Weather

Tourist Card
Fares

Tourist Service Center

Café/Ice cream 

Feautures for mobile apps

Filter by

Area
Distance

Search

Near me/Around me

Type (i.e. Restaurant)

Show me on the map

Price
Star rating

Fast food

Restaurants

Reviews

Point of sale

Local cuisine

Call useful numbers

Hospitals/Pharmacies

Mail box/Post office

Bank/ATM

International cuisine

Bed and breakfast
Apartments and houses

Settings
Language
Update
View Options

Where to sleep

Hotels

Campgrounds

Gastronomy/Where to eat and drink

List name of streets

Hostels
Farm houses

Ancillary services (i.e. hairdresser, dry cleaning,  etc.)

Dictionary
Currency converter and change

Regional cuisine

Practical information

Public WiFi/Internet cafè

Police

Fuel and mechanic

Parking and car rental 

Surf on the web

Good to know (i.e. tips, holidays, electricity etc.)

Public toilets
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3rd keyword: CITY GUIDE

Category Sub-category 1 Sub-category 2 Sub-category 3 FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE CHF 3.30 CHF 6.60 FREE FREE FREE FREE

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 9

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 3

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 6

0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 7

1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 5

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 14

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 3

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 5

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 4

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 5

Bicycle 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4

Car and Motorcycle 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 5

Taxi 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 6

Boat 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 6

Bus 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 6

Metro/Subway 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 6

Tram and Funicular 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

Fares 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

Maps (i.e. bus stops) 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3

Amusement Park 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 5

Art and architecture 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 15

Casino 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 4

Cinema 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 7

Concerts and Festivals 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 10

Fairs and handicraft 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 6

Theater and Opera 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 13

Zoo/Aquarium 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 3

Agenda of events 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 4

Events news 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

Exhibition centers/Auditorium 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 8

1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 12

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 5

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 14

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 15

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 13

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 14

1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12

1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 10

1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 9

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 14

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 3

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 6

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 6

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 5

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 5

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 9

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3

Transportation

Yoga

How to get there

By plane
By boat
By train
By bus
By car

Sports and recreation facilities

Tennis 
Windsurfing/Sailing

Shopping and commercial facilities

Lido/Beaches and swimming pools
Pedal boats

Spa and wellness

Tours and guided tours

Traditional market
Shopping centers  and supermarkets

Areas and quarters

Nightlife
Discos and Clubs

Pubs and Bars

How to move at destination

Private Transport

Public Transportation

General description

Introduction about the destination (i.e. city, region etc.)
Geography
History

Selected proposals/ highlights / Top 10

Religion

Information how to get there

Map

Culture

Photo gallery

Natural sights (i.e. parks, mountains, gardens etc.) 

Basketball

Skiing

Excursions and hiking

Attractions and activities

Entertainment

List of Entertainment

List of Events

Cultural and natural sightseeing

Live music

Adventure park

Cultural and religious sights (i.e. churches, library etc. )
Museums and galleries

Soccer

Skate park

Ice skating/Hockey

Biking

3rd keyword: CITY GUIDE

Playground for children

Golf and miniature golf

Boat cruises and ferries

Squash

 

 

Mobile guides 

applications analyzed, 

under the 3rd keyword 

CITY GUIDE 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 3

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 7

1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 11

1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 11

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 12

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 11

1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 12

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 5

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 5

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 6

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 3

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 13

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3

1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 8

1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 7

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 12

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 4

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 5

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 8

0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 4

1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 6

1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 9

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 3

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 11

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 15

0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 12

0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 9

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 3

1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 12

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 13

0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4

0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 4

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 6

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 3

57 35 34 23 30 39 71 39 63 36 69 38 38 41 43

Ethnic cuisine

Wineries and caves

Buy (i.e. book an hotel room, tickets etc.) 

Share (i.e photos, video etc.)

Favorites

Weather

Tourist Card
Fares

Tourist Service Center

Café/Ice cream 

Feautures for mobile apps

Filter by

Area
Distance

Search

Near me/Around me

Type (i.e. Restaurant)

Show me on the map

Price
Star rating

Fast food

Restaurants

Reviews

Point of sale

Local cuisine

Call useful numbers

Hospitals/Pharmacies

Mail box/Post office

Bank/ATM

International cuisine

Apartments and houses

Settings
Language
Update
View Options

Where to sleep

Hotels

Campgrounds

Gastronomy/Where to eat and drink

List name of streets

Hostels
Farm houses

Ancillary services (i.e. hairdresser, dry cleaning,  etc.)

Dictionary

Regional cuisine

Public WiFi/Internet cafè

Police

Fuel and mechanic

Parking and car rental 

Currency converter and change

Bed and breakfast

Surf on the web

Good to know (i.e. tips, holidays, electricity etc.)

Public toilets

Practical information
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Annex 2: Usability Kit created for the iTicino application – Library of scenarios 

 

USER 1: Corina 

USER TYPOLOGY: Perspective of a person who has never used an iPhone, and thus a mobile guide 

application, visiting for the first time Canton Ticino. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USER PROFILE: Corina, 24 years old, she is a student from Romania and she has never used an 

iPhone because she never felt the necessity to use it.  

Therefore, she is not familiar with this device and she does not own any kind of iPhone skills and abilities. 

As a consequence, she has no knowledge in general with applications and thus, with mobile guide 

applications. Nevertheless, she is strongly motivated to start to use an iPhone.  

Until now, during her trips, she always found distinctive alternatives to mobile guide applications, as for 

instance guidebooks, however she really wants to start using them during her travels. She is going to spend 

one week in Ticino with the boyfriend and she truly wants to enjoy this time by visiting as much as possible. 

Her father thanks to a special offer from his mobile phone operator got an iPhone and Corina is going to 

use it during her travel in the Swiss Canton.  

She does not know the region, a part from some well-known UNESCO sites as the Castles of Bellinzona. She 

is going to use the iPhone in mobility, by using the GPRS functionality and her connection speed is 

excellent, due to the contract done with her phone company. Since her relatives recommended her to 

spend a day at the Lido of Locarno, Corina wants to know what the place offers in term of services and 

facilities and its prices. Furthermore, she wants to consult the weather forecasts in order to organize her 

outdoor activities during the week.  

GOAL 1: Find an attraction in a specific place within the region  

 

TASKS:  

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

iPhone skills and 
abilities 

Application 
knowledge 

Region 
knowledge 

Connection 
speed 

Motivation 

User 1 
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T1.1 Find a specific place in a destination (i.e. Locarno) 

T1.2 Find the attraction overview (i.e. Lido di Locarno) 

T1.3 Find information about what the attraction offers (i.e. in term of swimming pools, thermal pools, 

restaurants, snack bar, kiosks and so on.) 

T1.4 Find information about price ranges 

T1.5 Find information about special discounts for students 

T1.6 Find information how to get there by public transport 

T1.7 Get an overview about the timetable of local transport  

T1.8 Check on the map where exactly the attraction is located 

T1.9 Save the proposal in My Ticino section 

  

GOAL 2: Obtain information about the weather forecasts 

TASKS:  

T2.1 Find information about the weather on a specific date 

T2.2 Find information about the weather on a specific place 

T2.3 Find information about the weather for the next three days 
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USER 2: Simona 

USER TYPOLOGY: Perspective of a person used to use an iPhone but, who has never used directly 

the iTicino application, with a quite good knowledge of the Canton.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USER PROFILE: Simona, 37 years old saleswoman, she comes from Como and she is used to handle 

regularly her iPhone. Therefore, she is quite familiar with it and with its applications, in particular with 

mobile guides, since she is used to consult them when travelling.  

She never downloaded and used iTicino application but however, she has already consulted other tourist 

mobile guides, as for instance New York City Guide and London Travel Guide during her holidays. Since 

some American friends from Chicago are going to visit her next week and they will spend some days in 

Ticino, she is really motivated to start to use the iTicino application.  

Her connection speed is quite high thanks to ADSL at home and thanks to the contract done with her 

mobile phone company. Concerning the knowledge of the Canton, she is quite familiar with the Region due 

to the fact that she lives in the nearby.  

Simona wants to entertain her American friends by knowing exactly which events are planning for that 

specific period and she wants to know what Ticino deserves to be visited and thus, which kind of proposals 

cannot be missed.  

 

 GOAL 3: Obtain information about an event in a specific place 

TASKS:  

T3.1 Find the list of the events in a specific date (i.e. calendar/date of the event) 

T3.2 Find the interested event (i.e. Crociera serale sul Lago Maggiore - Spettacolo pirotecnico) 
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T3.3 Find the time schedule of the event 

T3.4 Find the program of the event 

T3.5 Find information about the price 

T3.6 Find the language in which the event will be hold 

T3.7 Call the event organizer in order to book some tickets 

 

GOAL 4: Obtain information about a top selection of proposals (i.e. attractions worthy to be visited) 

TASKS: 

T4.1 Find the list of the top selection proposals in Ticino 

T4.2 Find a proposal in a specific area 

T4.3 Find the motivation why the attraction is included in the Selected for you section 

T4.4 Find information on how to get there by car 

T4.5 Find the map of the attraction 

T4.6 Find contact information 
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USER 3: Claudio 

USER TYPOLOGY: Perspective of a person used to use an iPhone on a regular basis, used to consult 

the iTicino application when needed, with an excellent knowledge of the Region.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USER PROFILE: Claudio, 45 years old bank clerk, he lives in Bellinzona. He knows very well the whole 

Ticino since he is native from that Canton and thus he has an excellent region knowledge.  

He is very familiar with iPhone and he possesses one, starting from 2008; therefore, he owns excellent 

iPhone skills and abilities. He has a quite good connection speed and he downloaded iTicino application 

some months ago, recommended by some colleagues, using it when he needs. 

He really likes to be always informed about restaurants in the Canton since he is a greedy person. He is 

strongly motivated to have a dinner in a typical restaurant in the area of Ascona with some friends. 

Furthermore, he wants to get some information about natural excursions to do with his wife and with his 

children in the weekend. 

GOAL 5: Find a restaurant where to eat a typical Ticinese menu in a specific place within the region (i.e. 

Ascona) 

TASKS:  

T5.1 Find a restaurant offering a typical Ticinese menu in a specific destination 

T5.2 Find information how to get there 

T5.3 Find the restaurant opening hours 

T5.4 Find restaurant contact 
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T5.5 Find the telephone number in order to ask what the menu offers and to book a table 

 

GOAL 6: Obtain information about natural excursions  

TASKS: 

T6.1 Find information about what Ticino offers in term of nature 

T6.2 Find information about natural attractions  

T6.3 Find information about paths in the nature 

T6.4 Find information about paths suitable for families with children 

T6.5 Find the difficulty level 

T6.6 Find the time required 

T6.7 Find the height difference 

T6.8 Find the starting point of the path 

T6.9 Find the map of the path 

T6.10 Find information in the description if necessary equipment is needed 
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USER 4: Jürg 

USER TYPOLOGY: Perspective of a person used to use an iPhone but who has never used the 

iTicino application and who has no knowledge on the Region.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USER PROFILE: Jürg, 28 years old graphic designer, he comes from Germany, and he is very familiar 

with iPhone and with all its functionalities, since he uses it on a regular basis.  

However, he has never downloaded iTicino application, but at the present time he is strongly motivated to 

do so, since he wants to enjoy some few days of holidays in that Canton. He has a really little knowledge 

about the Region, since he just visited it when he was a child with his family.  

His connection speed is high due to the ADSL at home and due to the excellent contract done with his 

phone operator. Jürg wants to find a cheap hotel where to stay for few days and book it.  Moreover, he 

wants to obtain information about which kind of activities he can do during the nightlife. 

GOAL 7: Find and book an hotel 

TASKS: 

T7.1 Find hotels in a specific place within the region (i.e. Locarno) 

T7.2 Find a 2 star hotel for a price comprised between 80 CHF and 120 CHF 

T7.3 Find the hotel description 

T7.4 Get information about what the price includes (i.e. half-board or full-board) 

T7.5 Get information if there are special offers in a specific period 
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T7.6 Find what the hotel offers in terms of facilities and services 

T7.7 Find the hotel pictures 

T7.8 Find information how the get there with the train 

T7.9 Find a map of the hotel location 

T7.10 Find the hotel contact 

T7.11 Find hotel reviews from past guests 

T7.12 Book a single room for 3 nights  

 

GOAL 8: Obtain information about nightlife 

TASKS: 

T8.1 Find a list of activities 

T8.2 Get information about nightlife overview 

T8.3 Find suggested activities to do during the night  

T8.4  Find details about an activity in a specific place 

T8.5 Find information about the location of the place 

T8.6 Find contact information 
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Annex 3: Usability testing sheet  

 

 

 

 

Time required: 20-30 minutes 

 

Scenario 1 

You are planning to spend two days in Bellinzona (19th and 20th of September) and you want to visit the 

major attractions in that area. According to this scenario, your goal is to find an attraction in a specific 

place within the region.  

 

T1.1 Find a specific place in a destination 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________  

T1.2 Find the attraction overview [ask if she/he is satisfied about the description] 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________   

T1.3 Find information about what the attraction offers (i.e. in term of restaurants, facilities and so on.) 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________  

T1.5 Check on the map where exactly the attraction is located [ask if the map is exhaustive] 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________  

T1.6 Save the proposal in My Ticino section 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________  
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T1.7 Find information about the weather on a specific date 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________  

T1.8 Find information about the weather on a specific place 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________
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Scenario 2 

Some friends are going to visit you next week and they will spend some days in Ticino. They will stay from 

Wednesday 21st until Sunday 25th of September in the area of Lake Maggiore. You want to plan to attend 

with them an event.  

According to this scenario, your goal is to obtain information about an event in a specific place. 

 

T2.1 Find the list of the events in a specific date and place (i.e. calendar/date of the event) 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________  

T2.2 Find the event  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________  

T2.3 Find the time schedule of the event 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________  

T2.4 Find the program of the event [ask if the description is satisfying] 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________  
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Scenario 3 

You want to spend some days of holidays in the area of Locarno from Friday the 30th of September until 

Monday the 3rd of October. According to this scenario, your goal is to find a cheap hotel where to stay.  

 

T3.1 Find a cheap hotel in a specific place within the region  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________  

T3.2 Find the hotel description [ask if she/he is satisfied] 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________  

T3.3 Find what the hotel offers in terms of facilities and services 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________  

T3.4 Find information how to get there  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________  

T3.5 Find a map of the hotel location 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________  
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Annex 4: Heuristics Library from MILE+ 

 

Heuristics Library 

CONTENT Heuristics 

Feature Text 

Problem Accuracy 

Explanation The accuracy states if a text describes adequately the referenced world, and if it is 
consistent in itself. 

 Problem Currency 

Explanation The electronic communication over the web is supposed to be delivered in the precise 
moment the reader accesses it; thus the offered content must be current as the 
addressee perceives it, or must clearly show when it was published and the time scope 
of its validity.  

  Problem Coverage 

Explanation The coverage defines the borders of the topics covered by the given website. It must be 
clear what the text is speaking about and what it is supposed to be covered.  

  Problem Content objectivity 

Explanation The content objectivity indicates the commitment of the sender with respect to the 
conveyed content. For example, it must be clear if a message is an advertising or not (if 
the sender is paid to say something, I do not think that he must be really convinced of 
what he is saying …).  

  Problem Authority 

Explanation Authority could be seen under two respects: adequacy of the author to the text (the 
competence of the author) and adequacy of the author to the reader (the goodwill 
predisposition of the author towards the reader). The author could be either a person 
or an institution.  

  Problem Conciseness 

Explanation People rarely read Web pages word by word: they prefer to read on the screen few 
lines (15-25 lines). In this sense, conciseness is one of the most important aspects of the 
art of web-writing. For this reason it is very important to write an effective “short” and 
concise text.  

 

Feature General Communication quality (text, images, …) 

Problem Text errors 

Explanation The written text should not present grammatical errors.  

 Problem Multimedia consistency (images, audio, videos …) 

Explanation All the multimedia files must be consistent with the subject of the page.   
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NAVIGATION Heuristics 

Feature Navigation within a topic (information object, entity) 

Problem Segmentation 

Explanation The different information about a topic could be segmented in different pages. For 
example, if we consider a museum website and the topic “Author of the painting”, this 
topic could be fragmented in different pages (e.g. Biography, Events of his live, more 
detailed info …). From a navigational point of view, it is important that the user might 
understand which pages belong to the topic and how the navigation within these pages 
works.   

 Problem Orientation clues 

Explanation Within the navigation in a topic, it is very important that the user can understand 
immediately his position within the topic (e.g., “You are in Biography”).  

  Problem  Accessibility of different pages 

Explanation It is always essential that all pages of a topic are easy to access in few clicks.   

 

Feature Navigation within a Group of topics (collection, set of information objects) 

Problem Introduction list 

Explanation The introduction list is the starting point for the navigation to a specific topic (e.g. from 
paintings of 16th century to Venus and Adonis), therefore it should be clear that the 
strategy used for organizing the list. This strategy could affect the navigation of the user 
(e.g. if the introduction list is composed of 50 elements organized casually, the user 
could have some problems for identifying the elements in which he is interested).   

 Problem Orientation clues 

Explanation It is always important that the user can understand which group of topic s/he is 
browsing.   

  Problem  Accessibility of topics 

Explanation It should be clear how to get an overview of all topics of the group (how many? If not, 
which?) and easily reach them.  

 

Feature Navigation within a transition (Navigation between topics) 

Problem Transition list 

Explanation The transition list allows the user to navigate across relevant relation between topics 
that are semantically connected (e.g. from a specific cloth to a particular accessories, 
the user has to go through a list of accessories); therefore it should be clear the strategy 
used for organizing the list. This strategy could affect the navigation of the user (e.g. if 
the transition list is composed of 20 elements – e.g. 20 accessories – randomly 
organized, the user could have some problems for identifying the elements in which he 
is interested).  

 Problem Orientation clues 

Explanation It is always important that the user might understand that s/he is browsing through a 
transition/relation  between two different topics.  

  Problem  Accessibility of target 

Explanation When browsing from a topic to another topic semantically connected, it is basic that the 
user accesses easily to the target topic.   
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Feature Overall Navigation 

Problem Landmarks 

Explanation The access to the main sections of a web site is given by a number of landmarks. Using 
the landmarks the user can access easily and quickly all the macro-sections of the 
application. Therefore, the landmarks should be well highlighted in every page.   

 Problem Consistency 

Explanation All the web applications have a general navigation architecture that supports the 
navigation of the user. This navigation has to be consistent among the different parts of 
the application. In this sense, it is very important that this “general” architecture 
emerges in a satisfactory way: the user has to comprehend how the general navigation 
works.   

  Problem  Accessibility  

Explanation Accessibility refers to ensuring that content is accessible, i.e. ensuring that content can 
be navigated and read by everyone, regardless of location, experience, or the type of 
computer technology used.   

 

Feature Tree Navigation 

Problem Orientation 

Explanation Different websites are designed with a tree structure. In this site, the orientation of the 
user becomes fundamental both when the user explores a branch (section) of the tree 
and when he passes from a branch (section) to another. The user should be aware when 
a change of context happens.    

 Problem Backward Navigation 

Explanation When the user navigates within a tree (in particular when he passes from a section to 
another) one of the most difficult things to manage is related to the navigation to the 
previous visited pages. The application should support this action without  the use of 
back functionality offered by the browser.    

  Problem  Depth Anticipation 

Explanation Often the “tree architecture” of websites is very complex. For this reason, the user 
could have some problems to have a synoptic both of the website and of each branch.   
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GRAPHIC Heuristics 

Feature Tree Navigation 

Problem Visual identity 

Explanation Lack of coordination with the visual identity of the company who run the site (if 
present).     

 Problem Use of chromatic code 

Explanation The correct use of colors in a website is very important for many reasons and helps the 
users in the navigation: 

- Colors can identify sections or subsections of the site; 
- Colors can reinforce the visual identity of the site; 
- Colors can attract the attention of the users on different elements of the pages 

(titles, links …); 
- The set of the colors of the site creates the look and feel of the site. 

  Problem  Background contrast 

Explanation The use of strong colors for the background or not suitable pictures can damage the 
readability of the contents of the website. Some matches of colors can be very difficult 
to read especially for people with visual disabilities.  

  Problem Font size 

Explanation All fonts work at large sizes, problems start at smaller sizes. Text on the screen must be 
easy to read. Choosing the right font size is important to make it readable.  

  Problem Font color 

Explanation The colors used for screen texts must be accurately designed. 

  Problem Font type 

Explanation Using a readable type of font with a readable size is important to make the reading 
easier.  

  Problem Text layout 

Explanation Splitting a long text can simplify the reading. Very long pages (for example, containing 
an entire chapter) are difficult to scan, and scrolling up and down to refer to different 
sections of text can be frustrating. Also the wrong use of justification can make it 
difficult.  

  Problem Anchor identity 

Explanation Anchors are used reinforce the presence of a link on the page and it is very important to 
understand which are the anchors within the pages. 

  Problem Anchor states 

Explanation When the mouse is over a link or after visiting it buttons and their anchors must 
communicate visible and well designed changes of state in order to help users in 
navigation.  

  Problem Icon consistency 

Explanation Icons are used to represent topics to visit or tasks to do. It is important that the icon set 
matches with the other graphic elements of the site. 

  Problem Widgets consistency 

Explanation Widgets are usually used to make up text and split it on the page in order to make it 
easily found in the text. The widget is a standardized on-screen representation of a 
control that may be manipulated by the user. Scroll bars, buttons, text boxes, text input 
area and radio buttons are all examples of widgets.  
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Feature Page layout 

Problem Position consistency 

Explanation How objects are arranged on the screen determinates not only how good they look but 
how easy they are to understand and to use.      

 Problem Layout grid consistency 

Explanation In the world of print and in the world of web grids give physical reference points to the 
space on the blank page. The role of the grid is clearest in designs that have a page-like 
appearance.  

  Problem  Layout conventions 

Explanation Users of western languages are conditioned to: 
- Scan pages from left to bottom right; 
- Assume that larger items are relevant; 
- Assume that something above is more important that something below the age.  

 

Feature Homepage 

Problem Redundancy - Overcrowded page 

Explanation Because the screen has much lower resolution than a paper page, a screen that is filled 
with text, images, icons and other elements can be much harder to read.       

 Problem Page layout 

Explanation Home pages have often free layout, this may cause problems in the users to understand 
the structure of the page.   

  Problem  Use of Flash animations 

Explanation Flash animations are used to make a site dynamic and interactive. Often these 
animations do not fit with the rest of the site.   
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Annex 5 : Heuristic evaluation iTicino  

 

 

 

 

Evaluator: HE no. #1 - ICON CONSISTENCY Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no. #2 - LANDMARKS  Severity rating: 3 

 
Screenshot:  

 
 

 
 
HE no. #1: ICON CONSISTENCY 
Icons should represent clearly the contents. In that specific case, 
the icon on the top right does not provide clearly the idea of the 
function Selection a region. On  the same wavelength the icon 
Attività, (representing a biker) does not exemplifies the sub-
categories reported inside this section, as for instance museums, 
events and proposals. It seems that the icon stands for outdoor 
activities involving action and movement.  
 
HE no. #2: LANDMARKS 
As start screen of the application, some categories are missed as 
for instance Transportation,  General Overview of Canton Ticino, 
Shopping and Casinos (just for mentioning some of them). 
Relevant sections as Practical Information and How to move should 
appear already in the main page. This is also confirmed by 
guideline 18 of Budiu and Nielsen, where they maintain that: 
“Finding directions and public transportation information, as well 
as information needed in an emergency are tasks likely to be done 
on a mobile device ” (2010: p.41). As main page of the guide, it 
does not describe adequately the entire categories. Using 
landmarks in the main page, the user should have an immediate, 
easy and quick access to the desired areas. 
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Evaluator: HE no. #41 - ACCURACY Severity rating: 4 

 
Screenshot:  

 
 

 
 
HE no. #41: ACCURACY 
In the section dedicated to the Selection of a region, just 3 specific 
areas are underlined, namely Lago di Lugano, Lago Maggiore and 
Bellinzona (other than Ticino). The content of this section is 
incomplete, since for instance the area of Mendrisiotto is not 
mentioned and thus this section does not cover and describes 
adequately all the areas of Ticino.   
 
 
 

 

Evaluator: HE no. #57 - ICON CONSISTENCY Severity rating: 4 

 
Screenshot:  

 
 
 

 
 
HE no. #57: ICON CONSISTENCY 
The icons underlined represent three 
different areas, namely: the green one 
the Lake of Lugano, the yellow one the 
Lago Maggiore and the red one the 
Bellinzona area. Nevertheless, there is 
no a clear association between the icon 
and the areas. This could result 
challenging especially for a foreign 
tourist, who does not know the 
distinctive areas of Ticino. The yellow 
icon, representing the letters AL stands 
for Ascona and Locarno, two very well-
known cities on the Lake Maggiore; 
however in the correspondence of the 
icon, the region of Lake Maggiore is 
reported., instead the name of the two 
cities.  
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Evaluator: HE no. #3 - ACCESSIBILITY OF TOPICS Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no. #4 - ORIENTATION CLUES (within a topic) Severity rating: 4 

Screenshot:  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
HE no. #3: ACCESSIBILITY OF TOPICS 
It should be clear for users where to 
get the right information. On the 
contrary, in the application the same 
section, namely Proposte, is 
repeated twice: (i)in Scelti per te, 
and (ii) in Attività.  
  
 
HE no. #4: ORIENTATION CLUES 
Users have some troubles in 
understanding where their position 
is within the application. They do not 
know exactly if they are in Attività or 
in Scelti per te.  
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Evaluator: HE no. #5 - TEXT ERRORS Severity rating: 2 

Evaluator: HE no. #6 - COVERAGE Severity rating: 1 

Evaluator: HE no. #7 - ICON CONSISTENCY Severity rating: 2 

Evaluator: HE no. #8 - ICON CONSISTENCY Severity rating: 2 

 
Screenshot:  

 
 

 
 
HE no. #5: TEXT ERRORS 
The text presents some abbreviations which cannot be extended. 
It apparently seems that the text continues but it cannot be 
visible. 
 
HE no. #6: COVERAGE 
The subdivision into 1500m and 2500m is not clear enough. It is 
not evident what the text is referring to and which areas the text 
is supposed to cover.   
 
HE no. #7: ICON CONSISTENCY  
Lack of consistency for the icon back navigation. In the meteo 
section, this function, as clearly evident, is represented by the 
icon  Indietro, while in other sections (i.e. Alloggi or Ristoranti) it 
is represented by a completely different icon (house icon). 

 
 
 

HE no. #8: ICON CONSISTENCY 
The icon is not immediately recognizable. There are some 
problems in identifying what it represents (i.e. if it stands for 
compass or wind’s provenance etc.) Furthermore, there are 
acronyms (i.e. VRB) which are not well-defined and not clearly 
recognizable.  
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Evaluator: HE no. #9 - ACCESSIBILITY of TOPICS Severity rating: 3 

 
Screenshot:  

 
 

 
 
HE no. #9: ACCESSIBILITY OF TOPICS 
Once that the user touches the option Other days, it is not 
possible to get a detailed overview on the specific days. They are 
not touchable and moreover they are not subdivided by areas 
(i.e. cities, altitudes etc.) 
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Evaluator: HE no. #10 - ICON CONSISTENCY Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no. #11 - ACCURACY Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no. #12 - ACCESSIBILITY OF TOPICS Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no. #59 - VISUAL IDENTITY Severity rating: 3 

 
Screenshot:  

 
 

 
 
HE no. #10: ICON CONSISTENCY 
The icon does not represent clearly what its function is. There is a 
lack of recognition in term of what the icon stands for. On that 
specific case, the icon should represent the search box, but 
referring to Budiu and Nielsen, guideline 22 it is advisable to 
insert it already on the main page. “A search box and navigation 
should be present on the homepage if your website is designed 
for smartphones and touch phones” (2010:p.44).  
 
HE no.#11: ACCURACY 
The section Proposte is not consistent in itself. It includes 
distinctive categories (i.e. sport facilities, shopping centers, 
museums, wellness and spas etc.) without a specific and evident 
categorization. Therefore, it is not clear what the category 
Proposte refers to. As Budiu and Nielsen suggest in guideline 32 
“If a list contains items that belong to different categories, 
provide filters for users to narrow down the number of elements 
that they need to inspect” (2010:p. 53). The authors continued by 
maintaining (in guideline 31) that “If a list of items can be sorted 
according to different criteria, provide the option to sort that list 
according to all those criteria” (2010: p. 52). 
 
HE no.#12: ACCESSIBILITY OF TOPICS 
Once the user accesses the category Proposals, a list of distinctive 
and random items appears. However, it is not clear how to get an 
overview of all the categories and topics in the group Proposals. 
 
HE no. #59: VISAUL IDENTITY 
The thumbnails on the list of results do not appear. 
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Evaluator: HE no. #13 - REDUNDANCY/OVERCROWDED PAGE Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no. #14 - PAGE LAYOUT Severity rating: 3 

 
Screenshot:  

 

 
 
 
HE no. #13: 
REDUNDANCY/OVERCROWDED 
PAGE 
The page presents too many 
information without following a 
clear structure. This creates a lack 
in  the reader’s attention and 
focus.   
 
HE no. #14: PAGE LAYOUT 
The page provides a free layout, by 
causing problems to users in 
understanding the structure of the 
page. It does not follow a distinct 
logic. A combination of offers, 
news and accommodation facilities 
are listed without following a 
specific criteria. 
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Evaluator: HE no. #16 - ACCESSIBILITY Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no. #15 - COVERAGE Severity rating: 3 

 
Screenshot:  

 
 

 
 
HE no. #16: ACCESSIBILITY 
The page shows a link which cannot be touchable and 
therefore, it does not allow users to have access to the 
specific offer proposed. As Budiu and Nielsen propose 
“Include a link to the full site on the mobile page”(2010: p. 
42).  
 
HE no. #15: COVERAGE 
The text does not cover adequately the topic how to reach 
the destination. Budiu and Nielsen in guideline 79, suggest 
that “Whenever you have location information on your 
website, link it to a map and include a way of getting 
directions” (2010: p. 105).  
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Evaluator: HE no. #42 - FONT SIZE Severity rating: 2 

 
Screenshot:  
 

 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #42: FONT SIZE 
The page shows the description of the attraction, namely 
Museo del Cioccolato, by using the same font type but in 
different size. Moreover, this is not consistent with the font 
size of the other pages.  
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Evaluator: HE no. #43 - CONTENT OBJECTIVITY Severity rating: 3 

 
Screenshot:  

 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #43: CONTENT OBJECTIVITY 
The text does not describe adequately the attraction, but on 
the contrary it seems to be an advertising campaign, instead 
of an informative description of the Centro Lugano Sud.  
In fact, no information on how to reach the place, which 
kind of shops are there, the opening hours  are provided.  
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Evaluator: HE no. #44 - TEXT ERRORS Severity rating: 2 

 
Screenshot:  

 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #44: CONTENT OBJECTIVITY 
The text presents some spelling mistakes.   

 

Evaluator: HE no. #45 - CONTENT OBJECTIVITY Severity rating: 3 

 
Screenshot:  

 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #45: CONTENT OBJECTIVITY 
The text does not describe adequately the place in term of 
location of the attraction and what exactly offers. It looks 
like an advertising campaign of Cardala and Cimetta.   
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Evaluator: HE no. #46 - REDUNDANCY - OVERCROWDED PAGE Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no. #47 - PAGE LAYOUT Severity rating: 3 

Evaluator: HE no.#50 - CONCISENESS Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no.#51 - TEXT LAYOUT Severity rating: 4 

 
Screenshot:  

  

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #46: REDUNDANCY - 
OVERCROWDED PAGE 
The page is filled with a long text 
which results hard to read. 
 
HE no. #47:PAGE LAYOUT 
The text, besides to be extremely long, 
is not divided into paragraphs or in 
bullet points.  
 
HE no. #50: CONCISENESS 
People rarely read a very long text. 
They prefer to read just the first lines. 
For this reason, it is really significant 
to write a very concise text. This 
concept is also outlined by Budiu and 
Nielsen where in guideline 77 they 
argue to “use formatting and concise 
writing for quick reading” (2010: p. 
102).  
 
HE no. #51: TEXT LAYOUT 
Very long pages are difficult to read, 
to scroll down and to scan. A possible 
solution could be split the text.  
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Evaluator: HE no. #48 - VISUAL IDENTITY Severity rating: 3 

 
Screenshot:  

 
 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #48: VISUAL IDENTITY 
The thumbnail presented in this 
section does not represent adequately  
the itinerary proposed.  There is no  
correlation between the image, 
representing the castles of Bellinzona 
and the text describing a Nordic 
walking path.  
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Evaluator: HE no. #17 - ORIENTATION CLUES (within a topic) Severity rating: 4 

Screenshot:  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #17: ORIENTATION 
CLUES 
Within the category hotels 5 
Stelle (Superiore), the hotel 
Eden Roc Ascona is repeated 
twice inside the section, in 
different positions.   
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Evaluator: HE no. #18 - TEXT ERROR Severity rating: 4 

 
Screenshot:  

 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #18: TEXT ERROR 
Even though the application is in Italian, the description of 
the Hotel  Eden Roc is in English. It is possible to observe 
how half of the text is in Italian (i.e. Telefono, Sito web)and 
half in English (i.e. Lake Maggiore Region). 

 

Evaluator: HE no. #19 - ORIENTATION CLUES (within a topic) Severity rating: 4 

Screenshot:  

 
 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #19: ORIENTATION CLUES 
Within the category hotels 5 Stelle, Grand Hotel Eden 
Lugano is repeated twice.  
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Evaluator: HE no. #20  - ORIENTATION CLUES (within a topic) Severity rating: 4 

 
Screenshot:  

 
 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #20: ORIENTATION CLUES 
It is very relevant that when the user accesses a specific 
section, he/she should understand what he is browsing. In 
the list of hotels 4 Stelle (Superiore) the Hotel Belvedere 
Locarno is repeated twice and it is difficult to understand 
the relation between the two topics.  

 

Evaluator: HE no. #21 - VISUAL IDENTITY Severity rating: 3 

 
Screenshot:  

 
 

 
 
 
HE no. #21: VISUAL IDENTITY 
Some images are displayed, while some other do not 
appear.  
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Evaluator: HE no. #22 - ACCESSIBILITY Severity rating: 4 

 
Screenshot:  

 
 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #22: ACCESSIBILITY 
The sentence …dove saperne di piu’?  and its font type 
(underlined in blue) suggests the idea that the content 
should be touchable, browsing thus another specific page, 
where to get the information. However, the sentence is 
not touchable.  

 

Evaluator: HE no. #23 - VISUAL IDENTITY Severity rating: 3 

Evaluator: HE no. #24 - TEXT ERRORS Severity rating: 3 

 
Screenshot:  

 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #23: VISUAL IDENTITY 
The picture of the mountain hut Mott is not represented. 
There is, thus a lack of visual identity and recognition. 
 
HE no. #24: TEXT ERRORS 
The written text specific to the section Via presents some 
intrusive fonts.  
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Evaluator: HE no. #25 - COVERAGE Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no. #26 - TEXT ERROR Severity rating: 1 

 
Screenshot:  

 
 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #25: COVERAGE 
The section Fax results to be not filled in and therefore the 
border of the topic is not covered.  
 
HE no. #26: TEXT ERROR 
The specific text Letti: 10 presents some errors in the font. 
As clearly visible, the written seems to be cut.   
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Evaluator: HE no. #27 - VISUAL IDENTITY Severity rating: 2 

Screenshot:  

 
 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #27: VISUAL IDENTITY  
The image used for the B&B Kon - Tiki is not the most 
appropriate one; in fact it is not clearly recognizable (i.e. if the 
location is in the countryside or in the city center). 
As Budiu and Nielsen suggest in guideline 68, “When you 
present a list of products, use image thumbnails that are big 
enough so that user can get some information out of there” 
(2010: p. 92).  
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Evaluator: HE no. #28 - ACCURACY Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no. #29 - SEGMENTATION Severity rating: 3 

Screenshot:  

 

 
HE no. #28: ACCURACY 
The section Activities does not describes adequately the 
referenced world. The categorization lacks in several 
categories as for example sports, shopping and so on. 
 
 
HE no. #29: SEGMENTATION 
The information related to the topic Attività could be 
segmented and categorized in further distinctive sections, as 
for instance Sport activities.  
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Evaluator: HE no. #30 - ACCESSIBILITY OF TOPICS Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no. #60 - VISUAL IDENTITY Severity rating: 4 

Screenshot:  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #30: ACCESSIBILITY OF 
TOPICS 
Some attractions are 
accessible from different 
sections (i.e. Herman Hesse 
museum is accessible from 
Proposte and from Musei 
sections). It should be clear 
where to get an overview of 
all topics.  
 
HE no. #60: VISUAL IDENTITY 
The thumbnails on the section 
Proposte and Musei are not 
visible. 

 

Evaluator: HE no. #49 - COVERAGE Severity rating: 4 

Screenshot:  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #49: COVERAGE 
The description is really incomplete and it does not cover the 
borders of the topics. It is supposed that the text should cover 
the whole description of the event, in term of program, opening 
hours and so on.  
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Evaluator: HE no. #53 - CONCISENESS Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no. #54 - REDUNDANCY – OVERCROWDED PAGE Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no. #55 - PAGE LAYOUT Severity rating: 3 

Evaluator: HE no. #56 - TEXT LAYOUT Severity rating: 4 

Screenshot:  

 

 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #53: CONCISENESS 
The text appears too long by causing 
a neglect from the reader’s part. It 
should be advisable to concentrate 
the whole description in few lines.  
 
HE no. #54: REDUNDANCY - 
OVERCROWDED PAGE 
The page is filled with a long text 
which results hard to read. 
 
HE no. #55:PAGE LAYOUT 
The text, besides to be extremely 
long, is not divided into paragraphs 
or in bullet points.  
 
HE no. #56: TEXT LAYOUT 
Very long pages are difficult to read, 
to scroll down and to scan. A 
possible solution could be split the 
text. 
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Evaluator: HE no. #31 - ACCURACY Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no. #61 - VISUAL IDENTITY Severity rating: 3 

 
Screenshot:  

 
 

 
 
 
HE no. #31: ACCURACY 
The category Restaurants - Typical cuisine includes some 
Grottos even though there is a devoted section named 
Grottos, handling just this kind of category.   
 
HE no. #61: VISUAL IDENTITY 
The thumbnails on the list of results Cucina tipica do not 
appear.  
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Evaluator: HE no. #32 - COVERAGE Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no. #33 - FONT COLOR Severity rating: 3 

 
Screenshot:  

 
 

 
 
HE no. #32: COVERAGE 
By entering in some specific pages (i.e. Grotto Madonna 
della Fontana) the description of the place does not appear. 
The page results to be empty without any information about 
the location, opening hours, how to get there, menu offered 
etc. 
 
HE no. #33: FONT COLOR 
The color (i.e. grey) used for the font is not accurately 
designed. This color results to be challenging to read.  

 

Evaluator: HE no. #34 - CONSISTENCY Severity rating: 4 

Screenshot:  

 
 

 
 
 
 
HE no. #34: CONSISTENCY 
The navigation of the 
application should be 
consistent in all its sections, 
especially within a specific 
category (i.e. Ristoranti). As 
clearly visible, in Osteria Caffè 
Luis (ethnic cuisine) a precise 
classification is reported, 
namely description, opening 
period, closing time and so on, 
while in the Restaurant Barca 
(international cuisine) just a 
long description is stated.  
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Evaluator: HE no. #35 -  TEXT ERRORS Severity rating: 3 

 
Screenshot:  

 

 
 
HE no. #35: TEXT ERRORS 
Within the section Grotti, in the Restaurant category, some 
domains are not completed and left empty. 
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Evaluator: HE no. #36 - USE OF CHROMATIC CODE Severity rating: 2 

Evaluator: HE no. #37 - CONCISENESS Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no. #38 - FONT SIZE Severity rating: 3 

Evaluator: HE no. #39 - TEXT LAYOUT Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no. #52 - PAGE LAYOUT Severity rating: 3 

 
Screenshot:  

 

 
HE no#36: USE OF CHROMATIC CODE 
The predominant colors are blue (used 
for the background) and white (used for 
fonts). By using a different color in the 
initial section (i.e. starting point and time) 
it could be useful for readers to identify 
sections which deserve particular 
attention.  
 
HE no. #37: CONCISENESS 
The text results to be too long by causing 
readers’ negligence and carelessness in 
the information retrieved. People hardly 
read long text word by word, but on the 
contrary they just focus their attention on 
the first lines.  
 
HE no. #38: FONT SIZE  
The font size is too small, causing some 
problems in reading. Text on the screen 
should be easy to read. 
 
HE no. #39: TEXT LAYOUT 
Very long page and difficult to scroll it up 
and down. A solution could be splitting 
the text in order to make simpler the 
reading. 
 
HE no. #52: PAGE LAYOUT 
The layout of the page is a complete 
block and there is no a clear structure; 
this creates problems in the users to 
understand the organization of it. 
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Evaluator: HE no. #40 - ACCESSIBILITY  Severity rating: 3 

 
Screenshot:  

 
 

 
 
 
HE no. #40: ACCESSIBILITY 
By using images it should be possible to access to them. In 
that specific case, it is clear that the thumbnail is a map but  
it is hard to distinguish which are the locations 
represented. Furthermore, there is no possibility to widen 
it. As proposed by Budiu and Nielsen in guideline 65 
“Include images on your website only if they add 
meaningful content. Do not use images for decoration 
purposes only” (2010:p. 89).  
 
 
 
 
 

 

Evaluator: HE no. #58 - COVERAGE Severity rating: 4 

Evaluator: HE no. #62 - VISUAL IDENTITY Severity rating: 3 

 
Screenshot:  

 

 
 
 
HE no. #58: COVERAGE 
The section Percorsi  does not define the borders that it 
touches. It is not clear what the section deals with (i.e. 
natural itinerary, cultural itinerary etc.) There is a lack of a 
well-defined categorization.  
 
HE no. #62: VISUAL IDENTITY 
The thumbnails on the list Percorsi are not visible.  
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Annex 6 : Brief questionnaire submitted before the user testing 

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome. 

Thank you for having accepted to participate to the following test for studying the usability and the quality 
of the application iTicino.  
 
My name is Lucia Violi and I am a Student Assistant at the Università della Svizzera Italiana, at the research 
and development laboratory webatelier.net, which deals with projects linked to new technologies and new 
media in the eTourism field. 
 
In 2010, Tinext, company which works in the area of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in 
collaboration with ticinoinfo created the application for iPhone iTicino, with the intent to make tourists  
discover one of the  most charming region of Switzerland.  
The aim of the following project is to examine the quality and the usability of this application and during 
that part of the study, some specific functionalities of the application with real users will be tested.   
 
Your familiarity and your knowledge with iPhone and with application of mobile guides, will give us the 
possibility to understand how to intervene in order to improve the application and therefore your 
feedbacks will be useful in order to make the application user friendly. 
 
A series of tasks will be delivered to you and you will be asked to accomplished them, thinking aloud and 
verbalizing what you are doing and why are you doing it. I will ask you therefore to conclude them, in a way 
to observe how the application responds and consequently reacts. My job will be to observe the application 
and to identify which are the major difficulties encountered checking the time of execution. 
 
The screen of the iPhone and your reactions will be recorded through a camera. 
 
All information obtained during that phase will be confidential and they will be used to improve the 
application iTicino.  
 
 
 
 

User’s Signature  _______________________________ 
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iTicino Application - User Testing 

 
Before starting to undertake the test of some scenarios, lasting about 30 minutes, I kindly ask you to fill in 

this short questionnaire in order to get some general information on your background.  

 
 

 
 
 

1. Name: _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Surname: ___________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Age: _______________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Job: _________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. Nationality: ____________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. Do you have an iPhone or an iPad?      YES  NO  

 

7. Generally, do you download applications? YES   NO  

 

If yes, how many in average in a month?  Less than 10    From 10 to 20        More than 20  

 

8. Did you have already download ed the application iTicino? YES        NO  

If yes, which is the motivation which led you to downloaded it? 

In order to have further information about the Canton 

Just for curiosity 

Recommended by friends 

Other: __________________________________________________________________ 
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Annex 7: User Testing Video 

The video recorded during the user testing session are visible through the attached DVDs.  

 


